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Introduction 
INTRODUCTION 
Empowerment is a concept that has become popular in recent times to describe 
an enabling process for socially marginalized persons and groups to gain advantage 
and opportunities otherwise non-available to them. 
By means of empowerment people do get control over their lives by way of 
awareness which helps in exercising greater control. The Empowerment renders 
people in a position where they can do what they want to do. It also energizes people 
psychologically to accomplish their goals. From institutional point of view the right 
environment is set through the process of empowerment and such circumstances are 
created as help people use their faculties and potential. In order to achieve 
empowerment the women should have access to those modes and mediums by means 
of which they can express their self actualization (Sinha, 2006:6). 
"Empower" means making one powerful or to equip one with the power to 
face the challenges of life to overcome disabilities, handicaps and inequalities. So, 
empowerment, is an active multidimensional process, which should enable women to 
realize their identity and power in all spheres of life. Further, empowerment would 
consist in providing greater access to knowledge and resources, more autonomy in 
decision-making, greater ability to plan about ones lives and freedom, belief and 
practice (Pandya, 2008:187). 
The empowerment of women means their all round development, that is, 
physical, emotional, social and economical. For that purpose the women should have 
enough access to all this to meet their needs, their own survival, as well as survival of 
their family and the community at large so that they can live with dignity and work in 
a safe and caring environment which allows their growth and holistic development. 
The empowerment of women means that they should be in a position to take decisions 
about their lives themselves, their children and family and must also have a role in 
community decisions so that there is respect for women's right to personhood, bodily 
integrity, their reproductive rights, social, economic and political rights and respect 
for their work and contribution to the family and society: and that there should be no 
fear of social and sexual violence against women so that the women should feel a 
sense of acceptance and belonging and their right to home and children as guardian is 
respected. 
The year 2001 was the year of women's empowerment. The last decades saw 
ICPD, Cairo, Beijing conference, Social Summit, Copenhagen, Human Rights 
Vienna. There is no denying that in some areas women have been given opportunities 
which they have well utilized, for example, in terms of education and work 
opportunities. Yet the fact remains that as women are shouldering responsibility of 
home, fulfilling their reproductive roles as well as responsibilities outside, besides 
caring for in-laws, children, animals, etc, the changes in male behaviour, in terms of 
helping in child care, house work has not happened (Sharma, 2008:38). 
The concept of women empowerment was voiced in the International 
Women's Conference in Nairobi in 1985. In this conference women's empowerment 
was considered as a distribution of social power and centre of resources in favour of 
women. But without promoting the participation of women in education this is not 
possible (Roy, 2009:98). 
Empowerment is the term that refers and contains within it the word "Power". 
It is something that can be given to a person that he/she does not have. The Oxford 
Dictionary while dealing with this term defines it as giving 'Official Authority' or 
'Legal Power'. Further, it elaborates that the prefix "em" originates from a Latin root 
and implies that the object 'power' being placed upon another. It Implies that power is 
a commodity to be bestowed on a previously "Underpowered group". 
It is also being defined as a process that connotes gaining greater control over 
the source of power. Empowerment is a process of awareness and capacity building 
leading to greater participation, to greater decision making power and control and to 
transformative action (Sahay, 1998:59). 
Moser defines Economic empowerment as crucial for addressing issues of 
gender inequality; it is not seen as a sufficient condition in itself. She agrees that self-
esteem and a sense of self-confidence also play an important role in the women's 
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potential to mobilize external strength for bringing about fundamental change (Moser, 
1989:84). 
According to Kabeer, 'Empowerment is the process by which those who have 
been denied the ability to make strategic choice acquire such ability'. She argues that 
'For women to improve their ability to control resources, to determine agendas and 
make decisions, empowerment strategies must build on the 'power within' as a 
necessary adjustment'. Kabeer views the process of empowerment as involving 
transformation at a personal level. She suggested that collective action is important 
for the social and political empowerment (Kabeer, 1990: 94). 
Batliwala emphasizes that empowerment strategies should build on collective 
process which are crucial for personal empowerment. She describes empowerment as 
"the exercise of informed choice within an expanding framework of information, 
knowledge analysis and process which enables women to discover new option" 
(Batliwala, 1995:60). 
The Indian state's turn toward women's empowerment as a desired 
development strategy and goal is the cumulative result of multiple and inter-secting 
local, national, and transnational processes. 
Empowerment has now been embraced as a panacea-a means and an end of 
development- by government and powerful institutions such as the World Bank. 
Empowerment is a shifting formation and flexible technology of government rather 
than a singularly coherent discourse and method. 
Counterhegemonic and hegemonic framings of empowerment have influenced 
the larger context in which women's empowerment initiatives such as the Mahila 
Samakhya (MS) program, operate. The counterhegemonic concepts are those 
espoused by feminist scholars of development, Paulo Freire, Mohandas K. Gandhi etc 
who have inspired the MS program. 
Both counterhegemonic and hegemonic usages of empowerment are following 
Foucault (1991), governmental, in that they aim to produce aware and active subject-
citizens who participate in the project of governance and to mould their behaviour 
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towards certain ends; they all, therefore, involve both subjectification and subjection 
(Cruikshank, 1999:27). 
Empowerment as a Counterhegemonic idea 
Feminist Frames 
Empowerment was firmly tabled on the development agenda by feminist. 
Since the 1970s the development world has witnessed some important changes in how 
women's issues have been conceptualized from welfare-based frameworks through 
productivity-focused approaches to empowerment based strategies. To put it a slight 
differently, the development paradigms have shifted from the welfare approach to 
women in development (WID) to gender and development (GAD). These paradigms 
offer different points of entry into analyzing and addressing women's concerns within 
development. 
This thinking dominated the development field until 1970, when Ester 
Boserup (1970) showed how modernization had not only ignored but actually harmed 
women in Asia and Africa. Her work made women's issues visible within the 
mainstream development arena and inaugurated the WID approach. WID provided a 
valuable corrective to the field of development by highlighting how modernization 
policies had marginalized women and why this subverted the larger goal of growth. 
Sen and Grown's work initiated GAD theorizing. Besides challenging 
mainstream definitions of development, GAD proponents critiqued WID thinkers for 
focusing exclusively on women's productive capacities, such as move, they argued, 
did not challenge hardened welfarist notions about gender identities and roles or about 
gendered work spheres, and perpetuated the higher valuation of productive work. 
GAD advocates also contested WID's narrow definition of "women" and argued for a 
shift to "gender" as a social relation of inequality that took into account women's 
multiple identities and issues. Naila Kabeer (1994) argued that "reversed" 
development must begin fi"om the perspective of the most marginalized and place 
human life and enhancement of human well-being and creativity at the forefront. 
According to Kabeer, production needed to be organized around human needs rather 
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than around market mechanisms because the market was not the most efficient 
allocator of resources (Kabeer, 1994:83-85). 
Freire and Conscientization 
The pedagogy of the oppressed exerted a substantial influence on development 
activists and scholars, especially those working on education and grassroot 
empowerment issues. Freire laid out the rationale and methodology for a broadly 
conceived empowering education that would help the oppressed to become acutely 
aware of the various systems of subordination and to emancipate themselves and their 
oppressors through persistent struggles for humanization. Freire argued that no one 
understood oppression better than those who were most marginalized and thus any 
struggle for liberation ought to begin from their perspectives (Freire, 1970:30-49). 
Freire's ideas of empowering education undertaken with the marginalized, 
such that their concrete situations became the starting point of critical reflection, 
dialogue, and change, are a critical part of GAD feminist framework of empowerment 
and the MS program. Education for Women's Equality, MS was designed to help 
realize the Indian Government's goals regarding women's education, set forth in the 
1986 National Policy on Education (NPE). The NPE viewed education and 
empowerment as a prerequisite to undoing women's marginalization from education. 
MS, a Department of education program, describes the situation of poor rural 
women as under: 
Women's well defined social roles and norms of interaction leave little 
room for education and critical thinking. Going about their chores in 
isolation, they are unable to share their experiences of oppression with 
other women, and are, therefore, unable to tap their collective strength. 
They are denied access to information and are alienated from decision-
making processes....As a result of these factors, women are caught in 
various, self-perpetuating cycle; their inability to educate themselves 
perpetuates the stereotype that education is irrelevant to women. 
The MS program also unhinges education from literacy and sees education as 
a key tool for engendering awareness about subordination and struggle: "the concept 
of education is much broader and is based more on general awareness-raising, critical 
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analysis of social, economic and political stractures, and acquiring empowering 
knowledge" (Sharma,2010:8-9). 
Gandhi and Self-Rule 
In India one cannot speak of grassroot empowerment without referencing the 
work of Mohandas K. Gandhi. His concept of self-rule, individual upliftment, bottom-
up and decentralized governance, and a locally defined just and moral social order 
have defined the terrain on which social governments and NGOs in postcolonial India 
operate. 
Hind Swaraj, written by Gandhi during his South African days, laid the 
foundation of his counterhegemonic pedagogical project of creating moral persons 
and establishing an independent, self-sufficient home rule. This philosophical treatise 
offered a trenchant critique of modem civilization and civil society. It expounded an 
utopic and a locally relevant vision of an ethical and just free society premised on the 
notion of swaraj and attainable through the practice of satyagraha. 
True swaraj, for Gandhi, meant economic, political, and moral freedom, which 
could only be achieved through a complete rejection of the economic, legal, and 
political structures of modem civil society. Moreover, swaraj could only be attained 
when people used Satyagraha as a guiding principal and as a personal and political 
practice (Gandhi, 1997:95-96). 
Although Hind Swaraj essentially detailed an individual project of self-
transformation that would result in a social movement for just social change and that 
did not require leaders per se, Gandhi later emphasized the need for principled people 
who could lead the masses down the path of emancipation (Chatterjee, 1986:67). 
Real knowledge and education, asserted Gandhi, concerned leaming to exert 
proper moral control over the mind, will, senses, and desires; it was patently not about 
"a knowledge of letters" acquired through formal schooling (Gandhi, 1997:101). 
Empowerment as a Hegemonic Idea: Neoliberalism and the World Bank 
The neoliberal doctrine views the market as the ideal arbiter of resources and 
the harbinger of social good and dictates that the state must minimize its 
interventionist role. Thus, all social welfare programs need to be dismantled because 
they distort the working of the market and hamper the development of free and 
autonomous subjects who help themselves by participating in the market rather than 
relying upon state charity. The proper functioning of the market depends upon and 
contributes to the making of empowered, entrepreneurial selves, who, by simply 
pursuing their self-interest and governing themselves, can enhance the well-being of 
societies as a whole. Empowerment is a contradictory terrain; it is an emancipation 
tactic that doubles as a technology of government and development (sharma, 
2010:16). 
Components of Empowerment 
1. Women's and Men's sense ofintemal strength and confidence to face life. 
2. The right to make choices. 
3. The power to control their ovm lives within and outside the home. 
4. The ability to influence the direction of social change towards the creation of a 
more just social and economic order nationally and internationally (Mishra, 
2007:64). 
Dimensions of Empowerment 
As far as Women's empowerment is concerned, it is about gaining autonomy 
and control over one's life which includes many dimensions: political, social, 
psychological, cultural, economic and ecological dimensions. Meenakshi Malhotra 
has defined the four types of dimensions: individual or personal, economic, 
collective/social group and political. Empowerment of women is multi-dimensional 
concept. The following sections focus upon necessary dimensions for attention to 
facilitate meaningful women empowerment which are ultimately considered to be the 
key factors in social development (Malhotra, 2004:58-59). 
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1. Economic Empowerment 
Economic empowerment is the individual aspect of women development. The 
economic empowerment means greater access to financial resource inside and outside 
the household, reducing vulnerability of poor women to crisis situation like famine, 
flood, riots, death and accidents in the family and significant increase in income of 
women. 
Economic empowerment gives women the power to retain income and use it at 
her discretion. Financial self-reliance of women both in the household and in external 
environment leads to the empowerment of women in the other sphere (Pandian, 
2002:47-50). 
2. Social Empowerment 
Social empowerment means equal status, participation and power of decision 
making at the house hold level and at the commxmity and village level. Social 
empowerment of women enables them to participate in decision-making process in 
democratic institutions. It creates an enabling enviromnent through various 
affirmative development policies and programmes for development of women besides 
providing them easy and equal access to all the basic minimum services so as to 
enable them to realize their full potential. 
3. Physical Empowerment 
Most women of the third world countries work very long hours at numerous 
tedious tasks as well as take care of their children and homes. Given their low social 
status, there is usually more concern with their productivity and the number of 
children they raise than with their physical well being. Physical empowerment is 
indivisible from other aspect of empowerment. Physical empowerment is dependent 
upon each of other dimensions as all have contributory effects. 
4. Psychological Empowerment 
Psychological empowerment is another dimension which gives power to women 
and girls. In Indian cultural ideology the female hereto right from the young age, calls 
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for self eradication and looks upon suffering as an 'exaltation' of feminine goodness. 
Girls are indoctrinated in the conviction that as female they are worthless and not 
entitled to claim anything, even as individuals. This imposition too has been 
significantly broken so that girls and women learn to think themselves as citizens with 
legitimate entitlements. Whether it be the right to vote according to her own choice 
and inclination or the choice for study, women have autonomy to a far greater extent 
than what their earlier generation had. 
Udegbe recognizes that empowerment must also be seen as a 'psychological 
process of transformation and that there is a need to reverse the feeling of helplessness 
among women which may lead to an 'increase in knowledge, capacity, self 
confidence, high self-esteem, self-reliance and ultimately to the well being of the 
empowered' (Udegbe, 1996:65). 
To accomplish this goal, Akande and Kuye state that women must understand 
the structural sources of their powerlessness and feel the need for the change- ready to 
actively participate in the changes, both as individual and groups. Education can be 
powerful force to change the subordinate view that women have of themselves 
(Akande, 1986:335-41). 
5. Political Empowerment 
Political power has become the cornerstone of the development planning and 
many matters pertaining to human rights of women and is integrally linked to political 
empowerment. Equal participation of women in the political spheres plays a pivotal 
role in the process of their advancement and enjoyment of human rights. It is a 
necessary condition that is instrumental in increasing their ability to demand and 
secure their rights and entitlements. Their active role in political decision- making 
processes is necessary for redefining the political agenda and gender justice that may 
address the women's rights and entitlements. With the passing of the IV^ amendment 
to the constitution and because of one third reservations of seats for women at the 
local government level, more than one million rural women have come into panchayat 
posts as sarpanch or adhyaksha or members of community administration. Political 
participation is invariably an integral component of political empowerment. 
Historically, women have played a very significant role in the growth and 
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development of parliamentary democracy in India. They have held important 
positions both in the legislature and government (Narwani, 2002:35). 
Objective of the Study 
The objectives of the study in question are to establish a relationship between 
education and empowerment of women in the Indian context, through consulting 
various secondary sources like books, journals and reports. This study also seeks to 
delineate the impact of education in furthering or declining the state of empowerment 
of women through concepts like marriage, family plaiming, domestic violence, 
political participation. In doing so, individual concepts, as stated above, will be 
analyzed and then linked together. Each chapter will deal, in a systematic way, with 
relationships as mentioned here under: Education and Marriage in India (Chapter 1), 
Education and Family Planning in India (Chapter 2), Education and Domestic 
Violence in India (Chapter 3) and Education and Political Participation in India 
(Chapter 4); and finally, the results or relationships which will emerge through the 
above mentioned analysis in the form of a conclusion (Chapter 5) so as to have a full-
length picture of women's empowerment. 
The first chapter entitled "Education and Marriage" is concerned with 
highlighting the status of women through various periods such as ancient, medieval, 
modem and post-independence; the concepts of marriage, age at marriage and child 
marriage have also been dealt with. 
Female education has direct impact on the marriage age of females. Because 
of education among women their marriages are delayed, prospect and difficulty in 
marriage also affect female literacy and education. In order to secure a better 
employed bridegroom the urban middle and upper classes are educating their females. 
The top section of the rural areas which were averse to educating their girls, are now 
sending their girls to schools and colleges because they now feel that they will have 
to face difficulty in matrimonial matchmaking, if they do not educate their females. 
This sense is prevailing due to the fact that many young people like to have a bride 
who is educate and suitable to their educational level. Such bridegrooms cannot be 
trapped only through the greed of large dowry unless they are satisfied with the 
educational level of brides. Hence, we see that matrimonial prospects are strong force 
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behind spreading of female education among better off sections of society. Schools 
and colleges provide for many of them respectable waiting places till their marriage. 
There was deterioration in the Indian women's position in the society during 
the medieval period. Sati, child marriages and ban on widow remarriages had become 
common in social life. As a result of Muslim conquest in the Indian subcontinent 
purdah practice dawned in the Indian society. Polygamy was widely practiced 
especially among Muslim and Hindu Kshatriya rulers. There was sexual exploitation 
of the Devadasis or the temple women in some parts of India. Among the Rajputs of 
Rajasthan, the Jauhar (practice of the voluntary immolation of all the wives and 
daughters of defeated warriors) was practiced in order to avoid capture and 
consequent molestation at the hands of enemy. 
Dowry system has engendered gigantic problems in India and is the cause of 
great disturbance and embarrassment in our society. Dowry is a cultural system where 
the parents of bride (girl) pay big sum of money, costly gifts and jewellery to bride 
groom (boy) and his parents at the time of marriage. Historically, it was a system and 
symbol of honouring bride groom for his willingness to accept girl for marriage. 
Earlier, this system was in vogue only among very wealthy families. 
Divorce is the legal separation of two spouses by putting an end to the vows 
that they took during the sacred ceremony of marriage. Different divorce procedures 
are practiced under different governmental jurisdiction. In India divorce is looked 
down upon as a major social taboo and those who seek divorce have to undergo 
several ordeals to get separated from each other. 
The level of education also has a bearing on the marriage age. Age at the time 
of marriage is an emblem of population growth and development. Higher age at 
marriage has lowered the reproductive span of women and has also changed the 
fertility pattern towards fewer children of women in the late age partly due to the 
factors like education and modernization. Higher age at marriage prevents early 
widowhood of women, the maternal mortality rate due to premature age of child birth, 
the birth rate and growth of population of a country. 
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Child marriages are objectionable. It is regarded as a social evil and gives rise 
to more and more evils. Child marriage is prevalent in many parts of developing 
nations, including India. It is a violation of human rights whether it happens to a girl 
or a boy. The child marriage is perhaps the most prevalent form of sexual abuse and 
exploitation of girls. 
The second chapter, "Education and Family Planning", lays emphasis on the 
relationship between educations, family planning, fertility rate, use of contraceptives 
etc. 
Education and fertility being inversely related, the female education continues 
to play an important role in India's fertility decline. The national sample survey has 
found that at each higher level of education, fertility performance is lower. Because of 
education the number of children bom alive to couples has declined. The attitude 
towards family planning which involves the attitudes of couples towards family size, 
need for a son, spacing, approval and usage of birth control techniques for limiting the 
number of children or delaying pregnancies has been found to be closely associated 
with the educational attainment of couples in all the major surveys undertaken so far 
in India. The impact of education is even greater in the case of women. The National 
Family Health Survey in India has shown that the education of women can play a 
pivotal role in moulding their attitudes and behaviour. 
Attainment of education raises the age of marriage, and women with formal 
education are much more likely to use reliable family planning methods, delay 
marriage and child bearing, and have fewer and healthier babies than women who do 
not have formal education. Women with some formal education are more likely to 
seek medical care, ensure that their children are immunized, better informed about 
their children's nutritional requirements and adopt improved sanitation practices. As a 
result their infants and children have higher survival rates and tend to be healthier and 
better nourished. Education gives knowledge to the women about health care practices 
with the result that they are less likely to become pregnant at a very young age. 
The provision of contraceptive information is fundamental to the ability of 
women and men (including adolescents) to make informed choices about reproductive 
health decisions. In NFHS-3, women and men were asked about their knowledge of 
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each of 10 methods of contraception. Information on knowledge of contraception was 
collected in two ways. First respondents were asked to spontaneously mention all the 
methods of contraception that they had known. As regard the methods not mentioned 
spontaneously, the interviewer described the method and probed whether they 
recognized it. 
The general value of women's education is a much broader subject than its 
role in increasing female autonomy or in decreasing fertility. Through education the 
women can learn to think for themselves, become confident and can recognize their 
capability and also the nature of their exploitation. Though according to 2001 census 
female literacy rate in India has reached to 53.2% there is a wide gap between rural 
and urban population in most of states regarding female literacy rate. Gender 
discrimination is a big threat to all the policies and strategies of the government 
officials in providing basic nutritional and health facilities to girls and women. 
In the third chapter "Education and Domestic Violence", the impact of 
education on domestic violence has been depicted, taking into account the forms and 
reasons of domestic violence and cases of honour killing etc. 
Domestic Violence (sometimes referred to as domestic abuse or spousal 
abuse) happens when a family member, partner or ex-partner attempts to physically or 
psychologically dominate another. Domestic violence often refers to violence between 
spouses, or spousal abuse but it can also include cohabitants and non-married intimate 
sexes and classes who can be the perpetrators of domestic violence. Domestic 
violence is perpetrated by both men and women, occurring in both the same and 
opposite sex relationships. 
Domestic violence is a form of violence which is prevalent not only in India 
but all over the world. Domestic violence is also a pattern of abusive behaviour in any 
relationship that one partner resorts to for gaining or maintaining power and control 
over another partner. Domestic violence can be physical, sexual, emotional, 
economic, or psychological actions or threats of actions that influence another person. 
This consists of the kind of behaviours that tend to intimidate, manipulate, humiliate, 
isolate, frighten, terrorize, coerce, threaten, blame, hurt, injure or wound someone. 
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Ever since the attainment of independence, the Constitution of India gives 
women equal rights with men. But despite the constitutional guarantee of equality and 
protection to women and various legislations, having been passed to that effect, the 
women still do not enjoy an equal status with man. The Constitution has abolished all 
discrimination against women, and international conventions and declarations have 
decried the same, but gender discrimination continues from the womb to the tomb. 
While some attribute the existence of gender discrimination to prevailing social 
conditions like customs, among women, some hold personal characteristics of women 
like feeling of helplessness, lack of self-confidence, inferiority complex etc. as 
responsible for it. 
The right to education is recognized as a human right and is taken to establish 
an entitlement to free and compulsory education for all children, an obligation to 
primary education and to develop secondary education which is accessible to all 
children as well as equitable access to higher education and a responsibility to provide 
basic education for individuals who have not completed primary education. Besides 
these access to education provisions regarding the right to education also 
encompasses obligation to eliminate discrimination at all levels of the educational 
system, to set minimum standards and to improve quality. 
Honour killing (also called a customary killing) is the murder of a family or 
clan member by one or more fellow family members. The honour killing occurs when 
the perpetrators (and potentially the wider community) believe the victim to have 
brought dishonour upon the family, clan, or community. 
The fourth chapter, "Education and Political Participation", deals with the 
participation of women in politics, women as voters and candidates, their autonomy in 
voting etc. We have tried to highlight whether education does indeed effects the 
levels, modes and extent of political participation of women in India. 
There is a direct positive relationship between the education and political 
participation of women. Illiteracy of women hinders them from participating in the 
politics. Uneducated and less educated people are but passive citizens and their 
political activities are limited to the ballot box only. Many active women participating 
in the political arena are better educated than their men counterparts. Education 
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emerges as a very significant factor in bringing about a favorable change in the 
political status of women and makes them better informed, self reliant and culturally 
and intellectually rich individuals. The educated women are supposed to be more 
knowledgeable about women's rights and duties in the political mainstream of the 
nation. The education raises their consciousness about women's subjugated condition 
and enables them to deal with political problems offering solutions. It widens the 
horizons of their information and awareness and facilitates their understanding of the 
universe. 
The promotion of women in politics, however, especially, if it is supposed to 
be implemented through affirmative action is still contested. In spite of the fact that 
women form around 50% of total world population, they share a considerably lower 
presence in elected political bodies: women made up only 11.6% of Mps in 176 
parliaments in 1995. Apparently universal franchise is inadequate to overcome 
structural constraints that impede female presence in political offices. Thus, despite 
their numerical strength, women are still a minority in respect to political power and 
positions occupied. 
Voting has a tremendous strength and weakness and is significant for 
equalizing and mobilizing women. Yet the voting requires the least initiative and 
internal motivation. Many times women treat the day of voting as a welcome break 
from their dull and tiring routine and do not appear to have a notion of why they 
should vote for particular candidates. Though women's participation in the political 
process has increased both in elections and in their readiness to express their views on 
issues directly concerning their life, but their ability to produce an impact on the 
political process has been negligible because of the inadequate attention paid to their 
political education and mobilization by both political parties and women's 
organizations as political parties see women voters as appendages of the males. 
The impact of women's education level on who influences their voting 
preference is not very clear as there is no discemable pattern across education levels. 
As this correlation was not very suggestive, we tried to see, if there were significant 
community differences among women regarding voting decisions. 
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Women in India have always had a raw deal in social economic, political and 
educational opportunities. In order to achieve sustainable development and build a 
balanced society, we have to make gender equality a national agenda. While the 
Indian constitution is one of the most progressive in the world and guarantees equal 
rights for men and women, Indian women are still waiting anxiously for their dreams 
of equality to be translated into reality. Political power is perhaps the strongest tool to 
eradicate inequality. The pending constitution amendment bill that ensure 33% 
reservation for women in all the legislative bodies including the Lok Sabha, has 
resulted in a unique situation while the reservation at panchayat level is implemented 
in all states. 
Women's political participation and representation at decision making levels 
are two different issues. Although participation is necessary yet it is a condition which 
is insufficient for representation as representation does not emanate automatically 
from participation. History is fraught with the examples that the women all over the 
world took part tremendously in political movements in times of crisis but after the 
crisis is over, they are relegated again to the house hold activities. Women's 
participation in local bodies is creating a paradigm. The buzz word today is "women 
can do it" which is vehemently proved by prominent persons in different sheperes of 
life. A Panchayati Raj institution, a grass root unit of self-government has been 
regarded as the vehicle socio-economic transformation in rural India. 
Empowerment would become more relevant, if women are educated, better 
informed and can take rational decisions. Education is the foundation of women's 
empowerment. The greatest single factor that can incredibly improve the status of 
women in any society is education. It enables them not only to gain knowledge about 
the world outside their hearth and home, but also helps them to get status, positive 
self esteem and self confidence, necessary courage and strength to face the challenges 
in life. It also facilitates them to procure jobs and supplement the income of the family 
and achieve social status. Educated women can play an equally important role as men 
in nation building. The education of a woman is the education of a family and the 
nation and without education of women the development of country can not reach its 
zenith. 
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The fifth chapter is 'Conclusion' wherein on the basis of the study undertaken 
it is concluded that education plays a pivotal role in the empowerment of women. It is 
a very effective tool to make women aware of their rights; and that without education 
there can be no empowerment of women in real sense. 
The object of the study is to highlight the fact that the empowerment of 
women is there all round development which includes physical, economical, social 
and emotional development. The study also depicts how the participation of women in 
politics becomes effective when they are educated. 
There is also an afford to establish on the basis of the studies done by many 
prominent persons that it is only by virtue of education that the women can remain on 
an equal footing with men and enjoy equality of gender in every sphere of life. 
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Chapter-1 
Education and Marriage 
CHAPTER-1 
EDUCATION AND MARRIAGE 
Historically, women with more education have been the least likely to marry 
and have children, but because of education the marriage gap and the outlook towards 
marriage has changed. Marriage and remarriage rate have risen for women with a 
college degree relative to women with fewer years of education. 
However, the patterns of marriage have changed. College educated women 
marry later, have fewer children, are less likely to view marriage as "financial 
security", are happier in their marriage and with their life, and are not only the least 
likely to divorce (http://www.nper.org/papers/wl5725...visited on 09-12-2010). It is 
said that marriages are made in heaven and celebrated on earth. The popular belief is 
true to some extent, because it is a special bond shared between two souls who tie the 
wedding knot after promising to be companions for a lifetime. It is the physical, mental 
and spiritual union of two souls. It brings significant stability and substance to human 
relationships, which is otherwise incomplete. It plays a crucial role in transferring the 
culture and civilization from one generation to the other so that the human race is 
prospered. The institution of marriage is beneficial to the society as a whole, because 
it is the foundation of the family which in turn is the fimdamental building block of 
the society (http://weddings.iloveindia. com/features/what-is-marriage.html...visited 
on 08-02-2011). 
Female education directly affects the marriage age of females. While 
education of female emerges as an important factor in delaying marriage prospect and 
difficulty in marriage also affect female literacy and education. Among the urban 
middle and upper classes, there is a strong pressure to educate girls for securing a 
better employed bridegroom. Even the top sections of rural areas which were reluctant 
to educate their girls, are now sending their females to schools and colleges because 
they think they will otherwise suffer from a handicap in matrimonial matchmaking. 
The pressure to educate girls in order to secure a better employed son-in-law is due to 
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the fact that many young people are employed in the modem sector who insists on a 
bride with education suitable to their educational level. It has been pointed out that 
such bridegrooms cannot be trapped only through large dowry unless they are 
satisfied with the educational level of brides. Hence, we see that matrimonial 
prospects are strong force behind spreading female education among better off 
sections of society. Schools and colleges provide for many of them respectable 
waiting places till their marriage (Bhagat, 2002:162). 
Every individual has to play a number of roles in his life, or we may say life 
consists of a combination of roles played in various institutional settings. Of the 
various roles one plays, two roles have great significance: one is the economic role 
and the other is the marital or the family role. According to Koos (1953:44), marriage 
is a dividing line between the family of orientation and family of procreation in terms 
of the nature of roles one performs in two families. The roles in the family of 
orientation vary in infancy, childhood and adolescence and carry responsibilities and 
obligations, but the roles one performs in the family of procreation after the marriage 
as a husband, a father, a wage-earner, as a grand father, a retired person, etc., have 
different expectations and obligations (Ahuja, 2006:117-118). 
Status of Women 
The condition of a nation is reflected in the status of its women. The status of 
Indian women is evident in the census conducted by the Government of India in 2001. 
As per 2001 Census, the overall literacy rate of India is 65.38%. The male literacy 
rate is 75.96% and female literacy rate is 54.28%. 
Ancient Period 
Free and equal access to education for both sexes seems to have been available 
during the early Vedic period. Women then enjoyed equality with men in pursuing 
their interests freely £ind had the right to participate in academic discourses in the 
fields such as astronomy, philosophy, logic, mathematics and geography. Love 
marriages (Gandharva vivaha) and remarriages of widows were permitted. In this 
period, both husband and wife were joint owners of the property. An educated Vedic 
woman had a voice in the selection of their husbands. The unmarried person was not 
eligible to participate in Vedic sacrifices. The matrimony was not compulsory for a 
woman and there was no limitation on the age of marriage (pandya, 2008:184). 
Medieval Period 
The Indian women's position in the society further deteriorated during the 
medieval period. Sati, child marriages and ban on widow remarriages became part of 
social life. The Muslim conquest in the Indian subcontinent brought purdah practice 
in the Indian society. Polygamy was widely practiced especially among Muslim and 
Hindu Kshatriya rulers. In some parts of India, the Devadasis or the temple women 
were sexually exploited. Among the Rajputs of Rajasthan, the Jauhar (practice of the 
voluntary immolation of all the wives and daughters of defeated warriors) was 
practiced in order to avoid capture and consequent molestation by the enemy 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Women_in_India...visited on 09-02-2011). The 
negligence of education and lowering of the marriage age brought disastrous 
consequences upon the position and status of women. Remarriage of women was 
stopped and they were asked to devote themselves to ascetic life at home. In South 
India many women administered villages, towns, divisions and heralded social and 
religious institutions. Guru Nanak, the first guru of Sikhs preached the message of 
equality between men and women. He advocated that women be allowed to lead 
religious assemblies, to perform and lead congregational hymn singing called Kirtan 
(Bhajan), to become members of religious management committees, to lead armies on 
the battlefield, and to have equality in marriage and equality in Amrit (Baptism), etc. 
Modern Period 
During this period (19th and 20th centuries) the status of women was 
improved by the untiring efforts of different social reformers like Raja Ram Mohan 
Roy, Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar, Maharishi Karve, and Sister Nivedita etc. 
According to the Charter Act of 1813, the East India Company was entrusted 
with the responsibility of the education of the Indian people. But its efforts were 
restricted to the education of boys and no effort was made for the education of girls. 
The famous social reformer Raja Ram Mohan Roy argued for the abolition of Sati and 
in 1829 Sati was abolished and came to be regarded as a crime. He established 
Brahma Samaj and advocated the principle of freedom of women and equality of 
sexes. 
The untiring efforts of Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar led to the promulgation of 
the Widow Remarriage Act (1856) and thus it became legal. In 1872 Civil Marriage 
Act was passed. This Act made the registration of the marriage compulsory and age of 
marriage of girls was raised to 14 years. It also permitted widow remarriage and its 
most remarkable feature is the enforcement of monogamy. Even though the Civil 
Marriage Act was passed in 1872, the Hindu society accepted the practice of 
monogamy and inter-cast marriage only in 1956. 
The education of women became slow, but it made steady progress during the 
period 1882-1902. In the last decade of the 18* century, Swami Vivekananda (1863-
1902) gave a great impetus for the liberation of women from seclusion and bondage. 
A major land mark of this period was the establishment of the first women's 
university at Poona which was started as a college for young widows by Karve in 
1896 and grew into a multi-faculty university. Later in 1916, it was renamed as 
Srimati Nathibai Damodar Thackersey (SNDP) University. By the end of the 19"^  
century women entered in the field of different professions. Mahatma Gandhi was 
also a strong advocate of equality of men and women. 
Post-Independence Period 
The University Education Commission (1948-49) made certain 
recommendations regarding women's education. But the most important development 
in the field of women's education after independence was the setting up of a National 
Committee for Women's Education in 1958 under the chairmanship of Smt. Durgabai 
Deshmukh. This committee recommended special measures to bridge the gap between 
girl's education and boy's education at the primary and secondary levels. 
The Union Ministry of Education set up the National Council for Women's 
Education in 1959. Most of the state governments have established state councils for 
women's education. Smt. Hansa Mehta Committee was appointed in 1961 by the 
National Council for Women's Education to examine the problems of curricula for 
girls at all stages of education (Pandya, 2008:185-186). 
Hindu Marriage: a Sacrament 
Marriage, being mainly performed for dharma and not for pleasure, it was 
considered as a sacrament among Hindus. Several reasons may be given for 
considering the Hindu marriage as sacrament: ( i ) dharma (fulfillment of religious 
duties) was the highest aim of marriage; (ii) performance of the religious ceremony 
(included certain rites like Havan, kanyadan, panigrahana, saptapadi,etc., which, 
being based on the sacred formula, were considered sacred; (iii) the rites were 
performed before agni (the most sacred God) by reciting mantras (passages) from 
Vedas (the most sacred scriptures) by a Brahmin (the most sacred person on earth); 
(iv) the union was considered indissoluble and irrevocable and husband and wife were 
bound to each other not only until death but even after the death; (v) though a man 
performed several sacraments during the course of his life, a woman performed only 
one sacrament of marriage in her life, hence, it has greatest importance for her; (vi) 
emphasis was on chastity of a woman and the faithftilness of a man; and (vii) 
marriage was considered to be a "social duty" towards the family and the community 
and there was little idea of individual interest and aspiration (Ahuja, 2006:120-121). 
Types of Marriage 
There are many types of marriages. 
Polygamy 
In this type of marriage a man marries more than one woman. Polygamy is a 
broader term and includes polyandry and polygyne. In polygamy Muslim and Hindu 
rulers of India were known to have a large number of wives. Under this type of 
marriage the husband cannot pay full attention to each of his wives, and it may result 
in jealousy, enmity and quarrel. 
Polyandry 
In this form of marriage one woman marries more than one man at a given 
time. This type of marriage is widespread only in few areas in Asia. Drupadi's 
marriage is the example of polyandry marriage (Pradhan, 2004:63-64). 
Tribal culture in India is a blend of epic words and modernity. The Kinnaure 
tribe of Himachal Pradesh is a brilliant example of its kind. They inhabit in the border 
of Kinnaur district and earn their livelihood by rearing farm animals. Their occupation 
lies in raising wool, agriculture and horticulture (http://tribes-of-india.blogspot. 
com/2009/03/polyandry-marriage-system-inhimachal.html...visited on 21 -02-2010). 
Monogamy 
In this type of marriage, one man is married to one woman at a time. A man 
cannot marry another woman and vice versa while the wife/husband is alive. This is 
the most acceptable and common form of marriage in India. 
Companionate Marriage 
This marriage is based on an understanding between two persons that the 
marriage may be dissolved by mutual consent as long as they do not have offspring. 
Experimental Marriage 
This type of marriage has been referred to as cohabitation. It allows two 
people to test their compatibility before they settle down as permanent life partners. 
This approach is thought to reduce the chances of divorce. By cohabitating they come 
to know each other intimately, including their vices and virtues. They may enter into 
marriage permanently, if they feel that they have compatible personalities, life style, 
values, and goals. However, cohabitation may not be a microcosm of real life and 
may include a set of rules and expectations that are far different than marriage itself 
(Pradhan, 2004:63-64). 
Endogamy 
Endogamy is a social rule that requires a person to select a spouse from within 
certain groups. These endogamous groups specially refer to Varna, cast and sub-cast. 
Thus, a Brahmin boy has only to marry a Brahmin girl, a kanyakubja boy has to marry 
a kanyakubja girl, a Saryupari boy has to marry a Saryupari girl and a Gour boy has to 
marry a Gour girl. 
Exogamy 
Exogamy is a social rule which forbids selection of a spouse from certain 
groups. The two types of exogamy practiced by Hindus are: gotra exogamy and 
sapinda exogamy. In a few cases, besides gotra and sapinda, village is also treated as 
an exogamous group. 
Hypergamy or Anuloma 
Hypergamy (anuloma) is a social practice according to which a boy from 
upper caste can marry a girl from lower caste and vice-versa. For example, Khatris (a 
caste) are divided into four hypergamous groups: Dhaighar charghar, Baraghar, and 
Baraghar, Bawanjati, a boy of Dhaighar can marry a girl not only from Dhaighar 
(according to the rule of endogamy) but from any of the three lower groups of 
Charghar, Baraghar and Bawanjati (according to the rules of hypergamy); but a girl 
from Dhaighar has to marry a boy of Dhaighar only (Ahuja, 2006:124-131). 
Hypogamy or Pratiloma 
Hypogamy (pratiloma) is another form of inter-caste marriage. It allows men 
of lower caste or Varna to marry women of higher caste or Varna. The ancient law 
givers, especially Manu discouraged the practice of Hypogamy, but a number of 
scholars have recognised it as an acceptable form of marriage. It is said that Kakustha 
Varma, a Brahmin king gave his daughter in marriage to a non-Brahmin king of the 
Gupta dynasty. 
In another instance Jajati, a Kshatriya king married Devayani a Brahmin girl. 
Similarly, a number of instances of pratiloma are found in our modem society. This 
inter-caste marriage is becoming very popular in the modem Indian society. The 
government also legalised the inter-caste marriage under Hindu-Marriage Act, 1955 
(http://www.preservearticles.com/201101183514/write-a-brief-note-on-inter-caste-
marriage-and-its-forms.html#...visited on 08-2-2011). 
The Hindu Marriage Disabilities Removal Act, 1946 
Among Hindus, no marriage is valid between persons related to each other 
within the prohibited degrees, unless such marriage is sanctioned by custom. 
However, this Act validated marriages between persons belonging to the same gotra 
or pravara. This Act now stands repealed after the passing of the Hindu Marriage Act, 
1955. 
The Hindu Marriage Validity Act, 1949 
Hypogamy marriage among Hindus was invalid while hypergamy marriage 
was permitted till late 1940s. 1949 Act validated all marriages between persons 
belonging to different religions, castes, sub-castes or sects. But it did not validate 
marriage between a Hindu and a Muslim. This Act also stands repealed after the 1955 
Act. 
The Special Marriage Act, 1954 
This Act came into force on April 1, 1955. It repealed the Special Marriage 
Act, 1872 which provided a form of marriage for those who did not wish to conform 
to the existing forms. 
The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 
This Act came into force from May 18, 1955 and applies to whole of India, 
except Jammu and Kashmir. The word 'Hindu' in the Act includes Janise, Sikhs, 
Buddhist and the Scheduled Castes. 
The Hindu Widows Remarriage Act, 1856 
From Smriti period onwards, widows were not permitted to remarry. 
According to Manu, "A widow who marries again brings disgrace on herself and 
should, therefore, be excluded from the seat of her lord". The 1856 Act removed all 
legal obstacles to the marriage of Hindu widows. The object was to promote good 
moral and public welfare. The Act declares that the remarriage of a widow whose 
husband is dead at the time of her second marriage is valid and no issue of such 
marriage will be illegitimate. In case the remarrying widow is a minor whose 
marriage has not been consummated, the consent of father, mother, grandmother, 
elder brother or nearest male relative is required. 
The Dowry Prohibited Act, 1961 
This Act was passed on May 20, 1961. The bill to this effect was introduced in 
the Lok Sabha by the then Law Minister, Mr. A.K. Sen on April 27, 1959. Though it 
was passed by the Lok Sabha, the Rajya Sabha rejected it (Ahuja, 2006:145). 
The Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 (Amended 1986) 
This Act prohibits the giving or taking of dowry that is any property or 
valuable security given or agreed to be given either directly or indirectly by any party 
or parents of either side at the time of marriage, or before or after the marriage 
ceremony. It extends to the whole of India except Jammu & Kashmir. The dowry 
system has been a source of great social problems. So many cases of bums, 
homicides, and suicides are reported to the medical casualty in the hospitals. These 
cases are mainly due to the fact that dowry was not given according to the expectation 
of bridegroom party. As the value of male child has been fixed much higher as 
compared to girl and the status of women is low, the bride's parent has to offer costly 
gifts, and spend a lot of money on arranging household goods to present even before 
the marriage, which is illegal. If any person violates the Act, he may be punished with 
the imprisonment for a term not less than 5 years and with fine which shall not less 
than Rs. 15000/- or the amount of the value of such dowry, whichever is more. Under 
the amended Act of various states many types of prohibitions like advertisement, 
scope of dowry, gift, presents, and joint accounts are also included. 
The Dowry Prohibition (Maintenance of list of presents to the bride and 
bridegroom) Rule 1885 prescribes that list of gifts, and other items should be made 
and kept. Where the death of a women is caused by any bums or bodily injury within 
7 years of her marriage and it is shown that soon before death she was subjected to 
cruelty or harassment by her husband or any relatives, it is known as dowry death and 
punishment for it is not less than 7 years which may also extend to life term 
imprisonment. 
Amendment Act 43 of 1986- Statement of Objects and Reasons. 
The Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 was amended by the Dowry Prohibition 
(Amendment) Act, 1984 to give effect to certain recommendations of the joint 
Committee of the Houses of Parliament to examine the question of the working of the 
Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 and to make the provisions of the Act more stringent 
and effective. Although the Dowry Prohibition (Amendment) Act, 1984 was an 
improvement of the existing legislation, opinions have been expressed by 
representatives from women's voluntary organizations and others to the effect that the 
amendments made are still inadequate and the Act needs to be amended further. 
2. It is, therefore, proposed to further amend the Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 to 
make more stringent and effective provisions therein. 
The salient features of the Bill are: 
(a) The minimum punishment for taking or abetting the taking of dowry under 
Section 3 of the Act has been raised to five years and a fine of rupees fifteen 
thousand. 
(b) The burden of proving that there was no demand for dowry will be on the 
person who takes or abets the taking of dowry. 
(c) The statement made by the person aggrieved by the offence shall not subject 
him to prosecution under the Act. 
(d) Any advertisement in any newspaper, periodical, journal or any other media 
by any person offering any share in his property or any money in 
consideration of the marriage of his son or daughter is proposed to be banned 
and the person giving such advertisement and the printer or publisher of such 
advertisement will be liable for punishment with imprisonment of six months 
to five years or with fine up to fifteen thousand rupees. 
(e) Offences under the Act are proposed to be made non-bailable. 
(f) Provision has also been made for the appointment of Dowry Prohibition 
Officers by the State Governments for the effective implementation of the Act. 
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The Dowry Prohibition Officers will be assisted by the Advisory Board 
consisting of not more than five social welfare workers (out of whom at least 
two shall be women). 
(g) A new offence of "dowry death" is proposed to be included in the Indian Penal 
Code and the necessary consequential amendments in the Code of Criminal 
Procedure, 1973 and in the Indian Evidence Act, 1872 have also been 
proposed (http://www.endvawnow.org/uploads/browswr/files/indiadowryactl 
961.pdf..visited on 10-03-2011) 
Muslim Marriage 
Muslims are divided into two divisions: Shias and Sunnis. 
Mutual Agreement of Bride and Groom 
Marriage (nikah) is a solemn and sacred social contract between bride and 
groom. This contract is a strong covenant. The marriage contract in Islam is not a 
sacrament. It is revocable. 
Both parties mutually agree and enter into this contract. Both bride and groom 
have the liberty to define various terms and conditions of their liking and make them a 
part of this contract. 
Mahr 
The marriage-gift (Mahr) is a divine injunction. The giving of Maher to the 
bride by the groom is an essential part of the contract. "And give the women (on 
marriage) their Maher as a (nikah) free gift" (Quran 4:4). Mahr is a token 
commitment of the husband's responsibility and may be paid in cash, property or 
movable objects to the bride herself The amount of Maher is not legally specified, 
however, moderation according to the existing social norm is recommended. The 
Maher may be paid immediately to the bride at the time of marriage, or deferred to a 
later date, or a combination of both. The deferred Maher, however, falls due in case of 
death or divorce. 
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One matrimonial party expresses 'ijab" willing consent to enter into marriage 
and the other party expresses 'qubul" acceptance of the responsibility in the assembly 
of marriage ceremony. The contract is written and signed by the bride and the groom 
and their two respective witnesses. This written marriage contract ("Aqd-Nikah) is 
then armounced publicly. 
Sermon 
The assembly of nikah is addressed with a marriage sermon (khutba-tun-
nikah) by the Muslim officiating the marriage. In Muslim societies, customarily, a 
state appointed Muslim judge (Qadi) officiates the nikah ceremony and keeps the 
record of the marriage contract. However, any trust worthy practicing Muslim can 
conduct the nikah ceremony, as Islam does not advocate priesthood. The documents 
of marriage contract/certificate are filed with the mosque (masjid) and local 
government for record. 
Prophet Mohammad (S) made it his tradition (Suimah) to have marriage 
sermon delivered in the assembly to solemnize the marriage. The sermon invites the 
bride and the groom, as well as the participating guests in the assembly to a life of 
piety, mutual love, kindness, and social responsibility. 
The Khutbah-tun-Nikah begins with the praise of Allah. His help and guidance 
is sought. The Muslim confession of faith that 'There is none worthy of worship 
except Allah and Mohammad is His servant and messenger" is declared. The three 
Quranic verses (Quran 4:1, 3:102, 33:70-71) and one Prophetic saying (hadith) from 
the main text of the marriage are cited. The hadith is: 
'By Allah' Among all of you I am the most God-fearing, and among you all, I 
am the supermost to save myself from the wrath of Allah, yet my state is that I 
observe prayer and sleep too. I observe fast and suspend observing them; I many 
woman also. And he who turns away from my'Surmah has no relation with me". 
(Bukhari). The Muslim officiating the marriage ceremony concludes the ceremony 
with prayer (Dua) for bride, groom, their respective families, the local Muslim 
community, and the Muslim community at large (Ummah). Marriage (nikah) is 
considered as an act of worship (ibadah). It is virtuous to conduct it in Mosque 
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keeping the ceremony simple. The marriage ceremony is a social as well as a religious 
activity. Islam advocates simplicity in ceremonies and celebrations. 
Prophet Mohammad (S) considered simple weddings the best weddings: 
"The best wedding is that upon which the least trouble and 
expense is bestowed" (Mishkat). 
Primary Requirements 
• Mutual agreement (Ijab-0-Qubul) by the bride and the groom with two adult 
and sane witnesses. 
• Mahr (marriage-gift) to be paid by the groom to the bride either immediately 
(muajjal) or deferred (muakhkhar), or a combination of both. 
Secondary Requirements 
• Legal guardian (wakeel) representing the bride. Written marriage contract 
("Aqd-Nikah) signed by the bride and the groom and witnessed by two adult 
and sane witnesses Qazi (State appointed Muslim judge) or Ma'zoon (a 
responsible person officiating the marriage ceremony) 
• Khutba-tun-Nikah to solemnize the marriage. 
The Marriage Banquet (Walima) 
After the consummation of the marriage, the groom holds a banquet called a 
walima. The relatives, neighbors, and friends are invited in order to make them aware 
of the marriage. Both rich and poor of the family and community are invited to the 
marriage feasts. 
Prophet Mohammad (S) said: 
"The worst of the feasts are those marriage feasts to which the rich 
are invited and the poor are left out". (Mishkat) 
It is recommended that Muslims attend marriage ceremonies and marriage 
feasts upon invitation. 
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Prophet Mohammad (S) said: 
"...and he who refuses to accept an invitation to a marriage feasts, 
verily disobeys Allah and His Prophet". (Ahmad & Abu Dawood) 
(http://www. soundvision. com/info/islam/marriage, nikah. 
asf.. visited on 05-10-2010). 
Christian Marriage 
Christianity is another prevalent religion in India. It was brought to India in 
two main movements separated by more than a millennium. The first movement 
occurred in the early centuries after Christ when Christian travelers came to India and 
settled in Kerala state. They made converts among the inhabitants and established 
Christian faith. The second wave began in the 16"^  century when Europeans seized 
political control over trade centers in India and eventually over the whole country. 
They brought with them their traditions and social customs, including Christian 
beliefs and practices. Although marriage is not an essential condition for a Christian, 
marriage among Christians around the world and in India is the norm. The purposes 
of marriage among Christians are: 
1. To regulate and control sexual impulses 
2. To ensure healthy procreation 
3. To develop mutual love among men and women 
4. To reflect the relationship between Christ and his universal Church 
Many Christian priests regard the institution of marriage as a blessing from God. 
The establishment of family is thus an important objective of the Christian marriage. 
A christan marriage is not merely a civil contract like the Muslim marriage; rather, it 
is a religious sacrament as among Hindus, which binds the husband and wife to lead a 
united life throughout the trials and tribulations of life (pradhan, 2004:66). 
Dowry 
Dowry system is a huge problem in India and has been a source of great 
disturbance and embarrassment in our society. Dowry is a cultural system where the 
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parents of bride (girl) pay huge amounts of money, expensive gifts and jewellery to 
bride groom (boy) and his parents during marriage. Historically, it was a system of 
honoring a bride groom for his willingness to accept a girl for marriage. Earlier, this 
system was prevalent only among very wealthy families. Unfortunately, greed of 
d o v ^ has struck most ordinary families in India. In the marriages at all levels of 
society, dowry is usually an unspoken requirement. The bride grooms have been rated 
with dowry worth millions of rupees. Depending on the social status, education 
qualification and affluence of family the amount of dowry can vary significantly. In 
fact many believe that a person who is not demanding the dowry might have some 
faults in him that he caimot bargain for dowry. Legally, dowry is a harmed practice in 
India but it still happens all over the place. Many educated and sensible youths have 
gone against the idea of dowry and they simply have a noble intention of marrying a 
girl without taking any money. 
Dowry is usually a promise to give the money and wealth to the guy and his 
parents. Later, if the girl's parents cannot afford to give those things, the treatment of 
their daughter at the guy's home can get quite bad. She may get harassed everyday 
because her parents were not able to give enough dowry. It is true that a young man 
may require financial support to settle comfortably in his life and to fulfill other 
needs. But it should not be a reason to ask for dowry and to spoil the life of a girl. 
Gifts that a girl gets from her parent's home should solely be their wish and there 
should be no pressure on them to spend more while marrying their daughter 
(http://www.saching.com/Article/Dowry-System-in-India/3372...visited on 08-02-
2011). 
Dowry is positively related with the level of education. This means that more 
the girls are educated, the m c e dowry the parents have to give. This makes 
matrimonial operation double expensive. It encourages female literacy and education 
because parents realize that the consequences of educating daughters will amount to 
demand of higher dowry. This is also one of the reasons resulting in big drop outs and 
lowering the enrolment of girls (relative to boys), and also account for large drop outs 
at the middle and the secondary stages (Kamath 1983). While among the better off 
sections parents perceive the utility of female education, such perception hardly exists 
among relatively poor sections of society; on the contrary, they perceive female 
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education as an extra burden since it is associated with higher amount of dowry. Thus, 
Hnk between female education and dowry is crucial. Such a link must be broken with 
the help of Dowry Prohibition Act passed by Indian Parliament in 1961 for healthy 
spread of female education in the country (Bhagat, 2002:162-163). 
Divorce 
Divorce is the legal separation of two spouses by bringing an end to the vows 
that they took during the sacred ceremony of marriage. The divorce procedure differs 
from one governmental jurisdiction to another. In India divorce is still a major social 
taboo and divorce seekers have to undergo several ordeals in order to get separated 
from each other. Unlike western countries like USA and Sweden, the divorce rate is 
significantly low in India. In earlier days, in spite of existence of radical disparity 
between spouses, either of the two was expected to compromise with the other so that 
their marital bonding survives. In most cases women were forced to adjust with the 
unbearable post marital conditions for the welfare of the family, the children and even 
for herself as she was hardly open to any means of earning her own livelihood (Http: 
//www.indidivorce.com/...visited on 22-02-2010). 
Both the husband and wife amongst the Hindus can seek divorce on common 
grounds, be it under the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 or the Special Marriage Act, 1954. 
Amongst the Christians also, under the Indian Divorce Act, 1869 there are stipulated 
ground for seeking divorce. Amongst the Muslim, the wife has been given restricted 
rights to dissolve marriage according to traditional laws. She also has rights for such 
dissolution under the Muslim Marriage Act, 1939 on stipulated grounds. But the 
husband has the entitlement to given talaq to his wife, without assigning any reason, 
whenever he wishes. While there are different forms of talaq, the triple talaq is both 
instantaneous in effect and irrevocable. This has been a matter of much concem 
amongst Muslims themselves, especially women. As already brought out, the All 
India Muslim Personal Law Board itself is reported to have taken up this issue for 
intemal deliberation. 
Divorce on demand of wife is Khula. On such demand (usually by returning 
the paid mahar and all given by her husband), the husband is to pronounce talaq; and 
the wedlock breaks. On refusal by husband to prounce talaq despite valid reasons, 
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marriage can be dissolved by the qazi (court); in India under Dissolution of Muslim 
Marriages Act, 1939 (http://in.answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20070206172 
158AAU4A3V ...visited on 14-12-2010). 
Age at Marriage 
The level of educational attainment also has a bearing on the marriage age. 
Age at marriage is an important indicator of population growth and development. 
Higher age at marriage has shorten the reproductive span of women for some years 
and also changed the fertility pattern towards fewer children of women in the late age 
partly due to the factors like education and modernization. Higher age at marriage 
checks the early widowhood of women, the maternal mortality rate due to premature 
age of child birth, the birth rate and growth of population of a country. In many 
developing countries the birth rate declines with the rising age at marriage of the girls. 
In India over the last few decades there was a shifting emphasis for raising the age at 
marriage of girls particularly among the urban educated and modem sections. Though 
the legal age at marriage for girls in India is fixed at 18 years by law many girls are 
married before reaching that particular age. India is the country which has one of the 
lowest age at marriage in comparison to developed countries. Simultaneously the birth 
rate and population growth rate are very high (Bhadra, 2000:24). 
Marriage in India marks the point in a women's life when child bearing 
becomes socially acceptable. Age at first marriage has a profound impact on child 
bearing because women who marry early have on average a longer period of exposure 
to pregnancy and a greater number of life time births. 
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Table-1.1 
Median Age at First Marriage 
Median age at first marriage among women age 20-49, by current age, 
according to bacliground cliaracteristics, India, 2005-06 
Age 
20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 
Women age 
40-44 45-49 
Women age 
20-49 25-49 
Residence 
Urban 
Rural 
a 
17.4 
19.2 
16.6 
18.6 
I6.I 
18.1 
16.0 
18.1 
15.8 
18.1 
15.8 
18.8 
16.4 
18.5 
16.1 
Education 
No education 
<5 years complete 
5-7 years complete 
8-9 years complete 
10-1 lyears complete 
12 or more years 
complete 
15.8 
16.9 
17.6 
19.0 
19.9 
a 
15.5 
16.4 
17.1 
18.5 
19.6 
23.1 
15.4 
16.4 
17.0 
18.4 
19.5 
22.8 
15.3 
16.6 
17.3 
18.5 
19.7 
22.6 
15.3 
16.4 
17.2 
18.3 
19.9 
22.5 
15.5 
16.5 
16.9 
19.0 
19.8 
22.5 
15.5 
16.5 
17.3 
18.7 
19.7 
a 
15.4 
16.5 
17.1 
18.5 
19.7 
22.8 
Religion 
Hindu 
Muslim 
Cristian 
Sikh 
Buddhist/neo-Buddhist 
Jain 
Others 
18.1 
18.2 
a 
a 
19.1 
a 
17.8 
17.3 
17.3 
20.3 
20.4 
18.3 
22.5 
17.6 
16.7 
16.8 
20.9 
19.7 
16.6 
20.8 
17.2 
16.5 
16.3 
20.6 
19.6 
16.2 
20.0 
17.8 
16.3 
16.5 
20.2 
19.8 
16.2 
19.9 
18.4 
16.3 
16.3 
21.3 
19.7 
17.1 
19.7 
19.0 
17.0 
17.0 
a 
a 
17.4 
a 
17.8 
16.7 
16.7 
20.6 
19.9 
16.9 
20.8 
17.7 
Source: NFHS-3: 2005-6. 
Table shows the median age at first marriage for women age 20-49 by current age 
and back ground characteristics. The median age at marriage has been increasing in both 
urban and rural areas, but urban women on average, marry more than two years later than 
rural women. The rural-urban difference in the median age at first marriage exists among 
women in all age groups. 
There is steady increase in age at marriage with increasing education resulting in a 
seven year difference in the median age at marriage between women aged between 25-49 
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with no education and women with at least 12 years of education. As regard the 
differential in the median age at marriage from the point of view of religion the highest 
median age at marriage is seen among Jain women (20.8years) followed by Christian 
women (20.6 years) and Sikh women (19.9 years). Hindu and Muslim women have the 
lowest median age at first marriage of 16.7 years (NFHS 3, 2005-6:263). 
Child Marriage 
Child marriages are obnoxious. It is a social evil and it breeds, in turn, more 
evils. Sadly enough, it is prevalent in many parts of developing nations like India. It is 
a violation of human rights whether it happens to a girl or a boy, but it represents 
perhaps the most prevalent form of sexual abuse and exploitation of girls 
(http://www.uniceforg/protection/files/childMarriage.pdf..visited on 26-12-2010). 
Child marriage usually refers to two separate social phenomena which are 
practised in some societies. The first and more widespread practice is that of marrying 
a young child (generally defined as below the age of fifteen) to an adult. Due to 
women's shorter reproductive life period (relative to men's), perhaps, the practice of 
child marriage tends to be the marriage of young girls to fully-grown men. 
The second practice is a form of arranged marriage in which the parents of two 
children from different families arrange a future marriage. In this practice, the 
individuals who become betrothed often do not meet one another until the wedding 
ceremony, which occurs when they are considered to be of marriageable age. 
An increase in the advocation of human rights, whether as women's rights or 
as children's rights, has caused the traditions of child marriage to decrease greatly as it 
was considered unfair and dangerous for the children. 
Child marriages may have many purposes. The aristocracy of some cultures 
tend to use child marriage among different factions or states as a method to secure 
political ties between them. For example, the son or daughter of the royal family of a 
weaker power would sometimes be married into the royal family with a stronger 
neighbouring power, thus preventing itself from being assimilated. In the lower 
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classes, if they are fortunate, families could use child marriages as means to gain 
financial ties with wealthier people ensuring their successions. 
In child betrothals, a child's parents arrange a match with the parents of a child 
of another family (social standing, wealth and expected education all play a part), thus 
unilaterally determining the child's future at a young age. It is thought by adherents 
that physical attraction is not a suitable foundation upon which to build a marriage 
and a family. A separate consideration is the age at which the wedding, as opposed to 
the engagement, takes place. 
Families are able to cement political and financial ties by having their children 
in to inter-marry. The betrothal is considered a binding contract upon the families and 
the children. The breaking of a betrothal can have serious consequences both for the 
families and for the betrothed individuals themselves (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ 
Child_marriage...visited on 09-02-2011). 
Awareness programs are conducted on a fiill scale and there are very strict 
rules provided in the Indian Penal Code for supporting child marriages. Owing to 
corruption, political clout and negligence child marriage is still practiced in India. 
NGO's and many freelance social workers are bringing forth the evil effects of child 
marriage that thwart the growth of an individual. Whether it is a boy or girl, childhood 
is meant for enjoyment and exploring joys rather that restricting it in family 
discipline. 
Children should be given the wealth of education: their health should be 
supported and cared for. Nutrition is vital for a girl child and this is often over looked 
owing to early motherhood and related gynecological problems. The enforcement of 
the law should be stricter and unpolluted of corruption and bribery. This will only 
ensure safety of Indian children who are less fortunate than their urban friends. 
Government is making the rules more stringent to register marriage as a method to 
check for valid age proofs (http://www.goodparenting.co.in/children/child-
health/child-marriage-in-india/...visited on 15-12-2010). 
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Chapter- 2 
Education and Family Planning 
CHAPTER- 2 
EDUCATION AND FAMILY PLANNING 
Education and fertility are inversely related. Female education continues to 
play an important role in India's fertility decline. The national sample survey 
indicated that at each higher level of education, fertility performance is lower. The 
number of children bom alive to couples declined from 4.03 in the case of illiterate 
husbands to 2.96 in the case of husbands who were intermediate and above. The 
attitude towards family planning which involves the attitudes of couples towards 
family size, need for a son, spacing, approval and usage of birth control techniques for 
limiting the number of children or delaying pregnancies has been found to be closely 
associated with the educational attainment of couples in India. The impact of 
education is even greater in the case of women. The National Family Health Survey in 
India has shown that the education of women can play a major role in moulding their 
attitudes and behaviour. 
Educational attainments showed a strong association with every important 
variable considerations, including age at marriage, fertility behaviour, the use of and 
demand for family planning, number of children desired, antenatal care, delivery in a 
healthy facility, vaccination and multi-nutritional status of children, use of oral 
dehydration solution and infant and child mortality (http://wMfw.pubmedcentral.nih. 
gov/article.render.fegi?articl=l 114639...visited on 18-05-2011). 
Female education creates awareness with the result that their reproductive and 
child health seeking behaviour shows a noticeable difference than illiterate women. 
Female education empowers women mainly through four ways. Their involvement in 
family decision making, autonomy and control over household resources, knowledge 
and awareness of the modem world and their inter-spousal communication. 
Female education largely affects fertility through the proximate determinants. 
Age at marriage of educated females is higher than their illiterate counterparts and the 
use of family planning methods is also greater among educated women. However, the 
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duration and intensity of breast feeding is lower among educated women than the 
illiterate women. 
The linkage of female education and fertility works through the improved 
survivorship chances of their children. The health seeking behaviour of educated 
mothers for the use of maternal and a child health care service is better than illiterate 
mothers. The effect of female education works independently regardless of the socio-
economic status of the household. 
Female education is very helpful in slowing down population growth. The 
spread of female education would take more than a generation to produce results 
while family planning programmes were designed as action oriented strategy that 
would facilitate a faster decline in fertility level (http://www.pide.org.pk/pdf/psde 
20AGM/female%20Education%20and%fertility%20Implications%20for%20family% 
20f..visited on 26-05-2011). 
Education raises the age of marriage. It has been found that women with 
formal education are much more likely to use reliable family plarming methods, delay 
marriage and childbearing, and have fewer and healthier babies than women with no 
education. Women with some formal education are more likely to seek medical care, 
ensure that their children are immunized, better informed about their children's 
nutritional requirements and adopt improved sanitation practices. As a result their 
infants and children have higher survival rates and tend to be healthier and better 
nourished. Education gives women the knowledge about health care practices and 
they are less likely to become pregnant at a very yovmg age. 
Girl's education ranks among the most powerful tools for reducing girl's 
vulnerability. It slows and reduces the spread of HIV/AIDS by contributing to female 
the economic independence, delayed marriage, family planning and work outside the 
home as well as conveying greater information about the diseases and how to get rid 
of these diseases (Sambangi, 2009:13). 
The National Population Policy 2000 and the Tenth Five year Plan laid 
greater emphasis on addressing the unmet need for contraception. NFHS- III (2005-
06) indicate that the unmet demand (currently married women do not want more 
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children but are not using a method of contraception), both for Umiting and spacing 
continues to remain high in most states. 
The performance figures for sterilization operations have shown a dip of 3.8% 
from 2005-06 to 2006-07, lUD insertions too declined by 3.6% and condom 
acceptance declined by 0.4%. OP (oral pills) usage alone has gone up by 9.2%) (in 
case of condoms and OP the usage figures account for both free distribution and 
supply via social marketing). (Table 2.1) 
Table- 2.1 
The Achievements of Contraceptive Usage in Two Subsequent Years 
are shown in the table below: 
Methods 
Sterilization 
lUD insertions 
Condom users 
OP 
Achievements 
(in Lakhs) 2006-07 
4,514,092 
5,945,859 
20,630,468 
8,946,014 
Change in % 2005-06 
4,691,975 
6,168,584 
20,718,296 
8,194,545 
-3.8 
-3.6 
-0.4 
9.2 
Source: Ministry of Information and Broadcasting Gov. of India. 
(India, 2009:499). 
Education is a potent tool of the emancipation and empowerment of women. 
The greatest single factor which can incredibly improve the status of women in any 
society is education. It is indispensable that education enables women to gain more 
knowledge about the world outside her home, helps her to get status, positive self-
image, and self confidence. Indeed the different organizations of the nations and 
experts on women's liberation strongly argue for women's education as the basic step 
in women's equality. Education especially of women has a major impact on health 
and nutrition and works as key in developing a sustainable strategy for population 
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control. Moreover, educated women could play an important role like men in nation 
building. Thus, there is no denying the fact that education empowers women. 
In 1981 census literacy was defined as "A person who can both read and write 
with understanding of any language, is to be taken as a literate" (Sambangi, 
2009:13). 
Ruth Dixon-Mueller and Adrienne Germain argued, first, that the locus of 
decision-making power or influence vis-a-vis the individual or behaviour in question 
is important. Second, the opportunities for distribution of resources that facilitate or 
inhibit certain life options influence SRHR (sexual and reproductive health and 
rights). Third, the nature or content of ideologies and norms may have serious 
implications for sex, gender, rights, obligations of individuals and families. Further, 
the authors argued that the ICPD plan of action directs us to reorganize, improve and 
link existing family planning (FP) and health services within the context of women's 
health and rights. In this context, the following research issues were emphasized: 
unwanted and unsafe sex and sexual relationships, problematic contraceptive use or 
non-use, unwanted or untimely pregnancies, unsafe abortions, infections of the 
reproductive tract, and unsafe pregnancy and childbirth. The authors describe how 
these issues broaden and deepen the scope of demographic research as well as provide 
new ways to approach traditional questions. 
Anrudh Jain's focused on knowledge, proxied by education, and information, 
gained through FP programmes, as measures of empowerment and how these 
variables affect fertility. He gave attention to macro level effects, to the broad 
relationship of the timing of the fertility transition and its linkage with levels of 
schooling, and hypothesized that information distribution through FP programmes can 
empower clients to regulate their fertility. 
The provision of contraceptive information is fundamental to the ability of 
women and men (including adolescents) to make informed choices about reproductive 
health decisions. In NFHS-3, women and men were asked about their knowledge of 
each of 10 methods of contraception. Information on knowledge of contraception was 
collected in two ways. First respondents were asked to spontaneously mention all the 
methods of contraception that they had heard of. For methods not mentioned 
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spontaneously, the interviewer described the method and probed whether they 
recognized it (http://www.iussp.org/Activities/scp-gen/gen-rep97.php...visited on 27-
5-09). 
Of the world's estimated 854 million illiterate adults, 544 million are women. 
During the present century, the country has made spectacular progress in promoting 
the interests of women. The literacy rate went up form about 7% in 1901 to 7.9% in 
1951,18% in 1971, 24.88% in 1981 and 39.63% in 1991. But there is still a wide gap 
between male female literacy. This is obvious from the following tables: 
Table- 2.2 
Literacy Rate in India 
Sex 
Male 
Female 
Total 
1951 
24.9% 
7.9% 
1,6% 
1961 
34.4% 
12.9% 
24.0% 
1971 
39.51% 
18.44% 
29.45% 
1981 
46.74% 
24.88% 
36.00% 
1991 
63.89% 
39.43% 
52.11% 
2001 
75.85% 
54.16% 
65.38% 
Source: India 2003. 
Among the males the corresponding rise is from 24.9% to 46.7% that is the 
gap in percentage of literacy points between male and female literacy has increased 
from 17 in 1951 to 22 in 1981. In absolute terms too, the number of illiterate women 
has increased during this period from 158.7 million to 241.7 million in 1981 and 352 
million in 1991. Women comprised 57% of the illiterate population in 1981 and 45% 
in 1991; giris formed 70% of non-enrolled children in 1981, 60% in 1991 in the 
school age group. Three-fourth of the 50 million children who are not enrolled in any 
school are girls. It is estimated that 30% of the total work of fuel gathering, fetching 
water and farm work is done by girls aged between 6 and 17 years. Almost the entire 
burden of siblings' care is on the girl child (Doshi, 2007:6-7). 
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Table- 2.3 
Literacy Rate of Selected Asian Countries 
Nation 
Vietnam 
Sri lanka 
Malaysia 
Indonesia 
Myanmar 
India 
Literacy Rate 
92%(1999 Census) 
90% (1995 estimate) 
84% (1995 estimate) 
84% (1995 estimate) 
74% (1995 estimate) 
65.4% (2001 Census) 
Source: Kumar, 2005, 9. 
India's literacy rate is considerably below the literacy rates of other Asian 
Countries that also experienced the depredations of Colonial Rule. India's most 
literate state of Kerala is just about equal to Vietnam's 1999 census figures. 
Table- 2.4 
Literacy Rate of Women in Selected States 
State 
Kerala 
Mizoram 
Lakshadweep 
Rajasthan 
Arunachal Pradesh 
Uttar Pradesh 
Jammu & Kashmir 
Jharkhand 
Bihar 
All India average 
Female Literacy 2001 
88% 
86% 
82% 
44.3% 
44.2% 
43% 
42% 
40% 
33.6% 
54% 
Male Literacy 2001 
94% 
91% 
93% 
76.5% 
64% 
70% 
66% 
68% 
60.3% 
76% 
Source: Kumar, 2005, 10. 
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Gender inequity with regard to literacy rate continues to remain a serious 
problem in India at 54% trails male literacy (76%) by over 20 points. Regional 
variation is visible in the female literacy rate in India (Kumar, 2005:9-10). 
The Philosopher president Dr. Radhakrishanan (1948) said, "There cannot be 
educated people without educated women. If general education has to be limited to 
men or women, that opportunity should be given to women as from them it would 
most surely be passed on to the next generation". Education is one of the most 
important means of empowering women with the knowledge, skills and self-
confidence necessary to participate fully in the development process. 
Literacy among women leads to better hygiene, improved nutrition practices, 
greater effectiveness in caring for family health and seeking timely medical 
intervention. This not only leads to better health status for the women but also 
improves their maternal competence and lowers infant mortality. Better health status 
of the women makes them a more productive worker both at home and outside paving 
the way of their equality and empowerment .Female education also leads to later age 
of marriage and desired smaller family size by enabling women to take decisions to 
control their fertility. Education can enhance their knowledge about contraception 
thus giving them choice in spacing and in the number of children and release them 
from continuous child-rearing and child-bearing. Infant mortality is less among 
children of educated women and their surviving children are healthier and better 
educated. 
The International Conference on Population and Development (ICPD) of 
Action's goal of basic education for all boys and girls by 2015 can be supported 
through the empowerment of women, training teachers to be gender sensitive, 
promoting the value of educating girls, postponing early marriage and child bearing, 
allowing pregnant teens to continue studying providing scholarships and universal 
access to reproductive health and lowering fertility, morbidity and mortality rates 
(Pandya, 2007:213-218). 
Being deprived of education and decision making power in the home, women 
face serious constraints in rearing healthy and productive children. Because of their 
illiteracy, they often tend to have more children than they wish thereby exerting 
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mounting pressures on themselves, their families and above all the societies. Higher 
levels of women's education are strongly associated with both lower infant mortality 
and lower fertility. (A literate mother is more prone to be embedded with appropriate 
future generations, dexterous in achieving higher economic growth and productivity 
than an illiterate mother. Better educated women are also able to communicate better 
with their spouses about family size decisions (World Development Report-2001-02), 
family planning programmes more effectively, and have higher potentialities to save 
and protect their children with special emphasis on girl children who are the usual 
victims of social evils like gender bias, ill treatments sheer manipulations and so on 
beyond their limits of tolerance (Sarkar, 2005:7). 
The effect of education on fertility appears to be more complicated. At lower 
levels of education, a few extra years of schooling may actually lead to increased 
fertility, but after that there is a strong negative effect. The World Development 
Report 1990 further states that low wages (especially for women), inadequate 
education and high infant mortality are all linked to poverty which contribute to high 
fertility rates and thus to rapid population growth. Increased education of girls and 
women is one of the most powerful ways of reducing fertility. Greater opportunities 
for women in the wage sector have an independent negative effect on fertility and 
other benefits as well. When women work, parents may decide they need fewer boys 
to support them in old age, and if mothers work for reasonable wages, the opportunity 
cost of bearing an additional child is relatively high. 
In 1960-94 the IMR (infant mortality rate) in developing countries was cut by 
nearly three-fiflhs- from 150 per, 1,000 births. In the year 1994 South Asia's under 
five mortality rates at 112 per 1,000 live births-was nearly three times than in East 
Asia and nearly six times than in industrial countries. While in India, the IMR has 
declined from 80 per 1000 live births to 71 per 1000 live births during 1991-2001. 
Higher maternal mortality rate i.e. MMR reflects serious neglect of women in 
society. In the year 1994, the MMR in the developing world was 471 per 1, 00,000 
live births, more than 15 times the rate in industrial countries. For both south Asia and 
India figure was 420, while for Singapore the number was only ten (Gandhar, 2005:5-
6). 
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There is high association of female literacy with female age at marriage. By 
and large the female age at marriage of 18 as prescribed by various legislations are 
not at all followed in India. It is very much ignored and neglected by the parents with 
low literacy background. This practice discourages female children to continue their 
schooling and go for higher education as they enter into family life at an early age 
which is not advisable from the point of view of physical and mental health 
(Sambangi, 2009:14). 
The additional burden borne by girls is early marriage and early child bearing. 
This has a negative effect on the chances of the girls completing schooling and 
continuing into higher education. In 2005-6, the age at first birth for women in the age 
group of 25 to 29 was the lowest at 19.1 year for ST, 19.2 for SC, 19.5 for Muslims, 
19.9 for all Hindus, 21.3 for Christians and the higher was 23.7 for Jain women. 
Teenage pregnancy (women in age 15to 19 years) was 16% among tribal women, 
15.5% among Scs, 12.4 among Hindus and 11.8% among Muslims (NFHS-3, 
2007:67). 
Education is important for the upliftment of society. Education is the most 
powerful instrument of changing women's positions in the society^ Education for 
women is regarded as a means to improve their status within the family. Education of 
men and women should have many elements in common but should not be identical in 
all respects. The education of women should make her familiar with the problems of 
home management so that she may take her place in home with the same interest and 
same sense of competence. The education system should produce men and women of 
character and ability who are committed to national service and development. Only 
then, there will be the possibility of national progress (http://www.usaid.gov/ 
press/factsheets/2009/fs 090306.html...visited on 14-09-2010). 
The general value of women's education is a much broader subject than its 
role in enhancing female autonomy or in reducing fertility. Through educated women 
can learn to think for themselves, become confident and can recognize their capability 
and get rid of exploitation. Though according to 2001 census female literacy rate in 
India has reached to 53.2% there is a wide gap between rural and urban population in 
most states regarding female literacy rate. Gender discrimination in providing basic 
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nutritional and health facilities to girls and women is a major threat to all the policies 
and strategies of the government officials (http://www.articles.com/education-
articles/education-is-the-foundation-for-womens-empowerment-in-India-prospects-
challenges-and-stategies-1451741.html...visited on 14-09-2010). 
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Chapter- 3 
Education and Domestic Violence 
CHAPTER- 3 
EDUCATION AND DOMESTIC VIOLENCE 
Education has been regarded as the most significant instrument for changing 
women's subjugated position in the society. It not only develops the personality and 
rationality of individuals, but qualifies them to fiilfill certain economic, political and 
cultural functions and thereby improves their socio-economic status. One of the direct 
expectations from educational development in a society is the reduction in the 
inequality among individuals and that is why education was included as the basic 
right of every human being in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. The 
Constitution of UNESCO also directs its efforts to achieve this goal. The ideal of 
equal educational opportunity will be achieved without regard to race, sex or any 
distinction, economic or social (http://ezinearticles.com/7Womens-Education 
&id=2355367... visited on 19-02-2011). 
Domestic Violence (sometimes referred to as domestic abuse or spousal 
abuse) occurs when a family member, partner or ex-partner attempts to physically or 
psychologically dominate another. Domestic violence often refers to violence 
between spouses, or spousal abuse but can also include cohabitants and non-married 
intimate sexes and classes who can be the perpetrators of domestic violence. 
Domestic violence is perpetrated by both men and women, occurring in both the same 
and opposite- sex relationships. 
Domestic violence is controlling behaviour and includes all kinds of physical, 
sexual, economic, psychological and emotional abuse within all kinds of intimate 
relationships. The perpetrators of domestic violence or abuse are usually men and the 
victims or survivors are usually women and children that they know. It includes: 
• Punching and slapping 
• Kicking and hair pulling 
- » i 
• Being beaten or cut with other objects 
• Disrespect, neglect and emotional blackmail 
• Verbal abuse and swearing 
• Biting and pinching 
• Pushing and shoving 
• Being prevented from going out or seeing people or being isolated 
(http//lifestyle.yug.com/forms-of-domestic-violence-and-development-of-
women-through-education/...visited on 19-02-2011). 
Violence is a tool that men use constantly to control women as a result of 
patriarchal conditions which give men the right to beat their wives. The practice of 
husband assaulting his wife is socially traditional but not legally legitimized. 
Domestic violence is not directly associated with a particular section of society, low, 
middle or high income group. Violence is persistent at all levels, only the degree 
varies. 
Physical violence aims at the intention of causing injury, harm, disability or 
death. Psychological violence is mostly in the form of verbal abuse, threats, 
humiliation, which makes the victim embarrassed and isolated. 
Physical and psychological violence or both can destabilize women and 
induce her to hitting back, running away, attempt suicide, retaliate and become 
mentally deranged and mars their dignity. Most often the women remain silent about 
domestic violence. They do not report to authorities for fear of social disgrace & 
criticism from parents. Sometimes they remain silent for the fear of more instances of 
domestic violence. It also tries to control victim's money and other economic 
resources, preventing victim from seeking friends and relatives, sabotaging victim's 
social relationships (Ganesamurthy, 2008:284). 
In the 21*' century domestic violence would increase more due to the changed 
life style, that is increasing use of alcohol, luxuries of life beyond capacity, lust for 
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more money etc. This is, going to be a world phenomenon. Domestic violence is a 
slow poison which is swallowing the ingredients of family life. Such a situation is 
causing problems of health to the members of the family and is a source of constant 
tension (Goel, 2004:123). 
The women population in India according to 2001 Census in about 500 
million, which is nearly 50 percent of India's total population. Despites such a huge 
margin, the status of Indian women in society is not very pleasant. The question is 
why? Human beings are bom equal but are not treated equally. Unequal treatment to 
women or the gender bias is not a new phenomenon. Our mythology, if referred to, 
shows us the gender bias that was prevalent in India. Sita or Draupati both had to bow 
down before this biased treatment. Even today women continue to be victimized. 
Domestic violence is a form of violence which is quite prevalent not only in 
India but all over the world. Domestic violence can be defined as a pattern of abusive 
behaviour in any relationship that is used by one partner to gain or maintain power 
and control over another partner. Domestic violence can be physical, sexual, 
emotional, economic, or psychological actions or threats of actions that influence 
another person. This includes any behaviours that intimidate, manipulate, humiliate, 
isolate, frighten, terrorize, coerce, threaten, blame, hurt, injure or wound someone 
(Tripathy,2008:6-7). 
Women's education plays a very important role in the overall development of 
the country. It not only helps in the development of half of the human resources, but 
in improving the quality of life at home and outside. Educated women not only tend 
to promote education of their girl children, but also can provide better guidance to all 
their children. Moreover, educated women can also help in the reduction of infant 
mortality rate which is a serious problem of a family. 
The gap in the male-female literacy rate is just a simple indicator. While the 
male literacy rate is more than 75% according to the 2001 census, the female literacy 
rate is just 54.16%. Prevailing prejudices, low enrollment of girl child in the schools, 
engagements of girl children in domestic works and high drop out rate are major 
obstacles in the path of making all Indian women educated. 
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According to the Women and Child Development Study, 45 percent of Indian 
women are slapped, kicked or beaten by their husbands. India also had the highest 
rate of violence during pregnancy. Of the women reporting violence, 50 percent were 
kicked, beaten or hit when pregnant. About 74.8 percent of the women who reported 
violence have attempted to commit suicide. It shows the importance of education. 
Educated women have more strength and power to face the challenges when 
compared to uneducated women. 
Kumud Sharma of the Centre for Women's Development Studies in New 
Delhi traced the correlation between education and domestic violence to patriarchal 
attitude. "Educated women are aware of their rights". She said. They are no longer 
willing to follow commands blindly. When they ask questions, it causes conflicts, 
which, in turn, leads to violence. In many Indian states, working women are asked to 
hand over their paychecks to husbands and have no control over their finances. So, if 
they stop doing so or start asserting their rights, there is bound to be friction" 
(http:/lifestyle:yug.com/forms-of-domestic-violence-and-development-of-women-
through-education/...visited on 06-07-2010). 
As education is a very strong agency of planned social change, it can 
accelerate the process of change in attitudes and thereby in behaviours of males 
towards females. Formal and informal education along with the frequent appeals of 
no objectification and non commercialization of women in mass media can play a 
very important role in decreasing the violence against women in society (Tripathy, 
2008:10). 
Ever since the independence, the constitution of India grants women equal 
rights with men. But despite the constitutional guarantee of equality and protection to 
women and passing of various legislations towards this end, they continue to enjoy an 
unequal status. The constitution has abolished all discrimination against women. 
International Conventions and Declarations have also denounced it, but gender 
discrimination from the womb to the tomb continues. While some relate it to 
prevailing social conditions like customs among women, some attribute it to personal 
characteristics of women like feeling of helplessness, lack of self-confidence, 
inferiority complex etc (Mohanty, 2005:6). 
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The urban population which takes so much pride in its 'education' is not far 
behind their rural counterparts in terms of atrocities against women. If, on one hand, 
the brutality in rural areas are more grotesque, on the other hand, the tales of female 
infanticide and dowry deaths in the urban population have been conveniently kept 
behind the closed doors. The cases of harassment and domestic violence are 
registered even in urban areas and among married couples. Inflicting violence is not 
the monopoly of uneducated rustics but the educated ones are also involved in it. The 
women or the victim is also not always distressed housewife, in many cases she is a 
financially independent woman. This is not to prove that the education has no role in 
empowerment. In fact, it does. That is why, more and more cases are being registered 
these days. Education can play a prominent role only when the correct values are 
instilled. In rural areas the girl child often drops out of secondary school because the 
family can only pay for the education of their male child, the son graduates while the 
daughter is married off. This is despite the fact that the constitution guarantees free 
primary schooling for every child up to an age of 14 years. When we, in the cities, 
read about such cases, we scream about injustice but it also happens in our urban 
neighborhood where daughters are married off forcibly. Although these are 
exceptions, yet they can not be ignored (http://the view paper.net/womenempower 
ment-a-distance-dream/...visited on 19-02-2011). 
Right to Education 
The right to education is recognized as a human right and is understood to 
establish an entitlement to free and compulsory education for all children, an 
obligation to primary education and to develop secondary education accessible to all 
children as well as equitable access to higher education, and a responsibility to 
provide basic education for individuals who have not completed primary education. 
In addition to these access to education, the right to education encompasses also the 
obligation to eliminate discrimination at all levels of the educational system, to set 
minimum standards and to improve quality. 
The right to education is enshrined in Article 26 of the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights and Article 14 of the International Convention on Economic, Social 
and Cultural Rights. (Article 26, Universal Declaration of Human Rights) The right to 
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education has also been reaffirmed in the 1960 UNESCO Convention against 
Discrimination in Education, 1st Protocol of ECHR and the 1981 Convention on the 
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (http://en.wikipedia.org/ 
wiki/Right_to_education...visited on 19-02-2011). 
Right to Education Act, 2009 Rules 
The National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) has been 
mandated to monitor the implementation of this historic Right. A Special Division 
within NCPCR will undertake this huge and important task in the coming months and 
years. A special toll free helpline to register complaints will be set up by NCPCR for 
this purpose. NCPCR welcomes the formal notification of this Act and looks forward 
to playing an active role in ensuring its successful implementation. 
NCPCR also invites all civil society groups, students, teachers, administrators, 
artists, writers, government personnel, legislators, members of the judiciary and all 
other stakeholders to join hands and work together to build a movement to ensure that 
every child of this country is in school and enabled to get at least 8 years of quality 
education. 
Benefits of Right to Education Act, 2009 
RTE has been a part of the Directive Principles of the State Policy under 
Article 45 of the Constitution, which is part of Chapter 4 of the Constitution. And 
rights in Chapter 4 are not enforceable. For the first time in the history of hidia we 
have made this right enforceable by putting it in Chapter 3 of the Constitution as 
Article 21. This entitles children to have the right to education enforced as a 
fundamental right (http://www.icbse.com/2010/education-rte-act-2009/...visited on 
19-02-2011). 
The Right of children to Free and Compulsory Education Act came into force 
from April 1, 2010. That is a historic day for the people of India as from this day the 
right to education would be accorded the same legal status as the right to life as 
provided by Article 21A of the Indian Constitution. Every child in the age group of 6-
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14 years will be provided 8 years of elementary education in the vicinity of his/her 
neighbourhood. 
Any cost that prevents a child from accessing school will be borne by the 
State which shall have the responsibility of enrolling the child as well as ensuring 
attendance and completion of 8 years of schooling. No child shall be denied 
admission for want of documents; no child shall be turned away, if the admission 
cycle in the school is over and no child shall be asked to take admission test. Children 
with disabilities will also be educated in the mainstream schools. The Prime Minister 
Shri Manmohan Singh has emphasized that it is important for the country that, if we 
nurture our children and young people with the right education, India's future as a 
strong and prosperous country is secure. 
All private schools shall be required to enroll children from weaker sections 
and disadvantaged communities to the extent of 25% of their eru-olment, by simple 
random selection. No seat in this quota can be left vacant. These children will be 
treated on par with all the other children in the school and subsidized by the State at 
the rate of average per learner costs in the government schools (unless the per learner 
cost in the private school is lower). 
All schools will have to prescribe norms and standards as laid out in the Act 
and no school that does not fulfill these standards within 3 years will be allowed to 
fimction. All private schools will have to apply for recognition, failing which they 
will be penalized to the tune of Rs 1 lakh and, if they still continue to fimction, they 
will be liable to pay Rs 10,000 per day as fine. Norms and standards of teacher 
qualification and training are also being laid down by an academic authority. 
Teachers in all schools will have to subscribe to these norms within 5 years 
(http://www.educafionforallindia....visited on 15-02-2010) 
Violence affects the lives of millions of women world wide, irrespective of 
their wealth, race, sexuality and culture. It cuts across cultural, socio-economic 
educational and religious barriers. Violence against women may take shocking forms, 
from domestic abuse and rape to child marriages and female circimicision. This not 
only reflects grave violation of the most fiindamental human rights but also reaffirms 
continuity of suffering, deprivafion and discriminarion of women 
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Table- 3.1 
Incidence of Domestic Violence against Women in Different Countries. 
Country 
Australia 
Bangladesh 
Canada 
Egypt 
Hungary 
India 
Japan 
Kenya 
Mexico 
Occurrence of 
Violence 
23% 
50% 
29% 
35% 
13% 
45% 
59% 
42% 
30.5% 
Country 
Netherlands 
Nigeria 
Pakistan 
Russian federation 
South Africa 
Uganda 
U.K 
U.S 
Zimbabwe 
Occurrence of 
Violence 
21% 
31% 
90% 
75% 
13% 
41% 
25% 
28% 
32% 
Source: based on data in 'Making Violence against Women Count-Facts And 
International Media Briefing, AI Index: Act 77/036/2004 (public), News 
(Dhar, 2005:126-128). 
figures' Amnesty 
Service No.05/. 
Reasons of Increasing Domestic Violence 
1. Joint families disintegrated into nuclear families. Joint family system has 
disintegrated resulting in the lack of guidance, control, and affection to newly 
married. Joint family system was a shock absorber. 
2. Husband dominates wife causing irritation, which is not acceptable to her. It 
becomes more serious in the cases where the wife is also employed. There is 
nobody to help them to sort out differences. 
3. Husband and wife start doubting extra marital relations causing quarrels, fights 
and even suicide. It is very difficult to amicably settle such issues. 
4. Interference of the parents of the girl in the husband's family, frequent visit of 
parents and other family members of girl's side cause tension and disturbance. 
This makes the husband and his family angry resulting in quarrels and disputes. 
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5. If the husband is in business or service and is starved of fiinds, he asks the wife 
to make arrangements from her parents causing domestic violence. This is not 
one time activity but a long-term problem. This results in all sorts of domestic 
violence. 
6. Drinking habits of the husband make the life of the wife a hell. The drinking is 
becoming a common phenomena. This results in wastage of money, poor health 
and bad habits like beating wife and children causing domestic violence (Goel, 
2004:131). 
Following are the forms of Domestic Violence: 
1- Physical Abuse 
2- Sexual Abuse 
3- Psychological Abuse 
4- Emotional Abuse 
5- Financial Abuse 
1. Physical Abuse: 
Physical Abuse is the most visible form of abuse and most likely (with sexual abuse) to 
give rise to criminal charges. Injuries include black eyes, hitting, slapping, shoving, 
miscarriage, deafness, blindness, biting, pinching, hair pulling and injuries to a foetus 
and death. It can include slaps, bums and being attacked with weapons such as knifes, 
household objects, firearms etc. internally as well as externally. 
2. Sexual Abuse: 
Sexual Abuse in an abusive relationship is another form of violence, control and 
degradation. It includes rape, sexual assaults (including with implements), enforced 
prostitution, enforced sexual practices including being forced to watch or engage in 
pornography. 
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3. Psychological Abuse: 
Psychological abuse examples include jeckyll and Hyde behaviour, preventing 
contracts with friends and families, constant belittling and humiliating things being 
said, claims that children will be removed, if anyone is told of abuse, controlling 
behaviour, deliberately enforcing dependency, constant statements that the victim is 
mentally ill etc. 
4. Emotional Abuse: 
Emotional abuse is an attack on victim's personality and well being and is often 
described as worse than physical violence. It may be referred to as 'mind-games'. It 
frequently amounts to the abuser assuming a tight and unhealthy control of all members 
of the family, which may become increasingly isolated in the community. Examples 
include threats of violence to all members of family, constant criticism of the victim 
like saying she is ugly, ignorant or worthless, using the children as ammunition, family 
life and mood being dictated by abuse (abuse-eccentric) continual questioning 
humiliation in public, playing on community and cultural fears, threats to have the 
children removed, threats to kill or have deported, threats that the abuser will commit 
suicide, threats and actual violence to family pets etc. (http://lifestyle.yug.coni/forms-
of-domestic-violence-and-development-of-women-through-education/.. .visited on 08-
01-2011). 
5. Financial Abuse: 
Making or attempting to make an individual financially dependent by maintaining total 
control over financial resources, withholding one's access to money or forbidding one's 
attendance at school or employment. 
Domestic violence not only affects those who are abused, but also has a 
substantial effect on family members, friends, co-workers, other witnesses, and the 
community at large. 
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Table- 3.2 
Ten Thousands Domestic Violence Cases Against Women were reported during 
2006-2007 (After Prevention of Domestic Violence Act, 2006) 
State 
Rajasthan 
Kerala 
Andhra Pradesh 
Goa 
Delhi 
Maharashtra 
Gujarat 
Punjab 
Haryana 
Uttaranchal 
Kamataka 
Bihar 
West Bengal 
Orissa 
Uttar Pradesh 
Other States 
No. of Cases 
3440 
1028 
331 
603 
607 
603 
315 
249 
235 
145 
124 
64 
54 
12 
00 
1087 
Source: Tripathy, 2008:7 (till July 2007 
(Tripathy, 2008:7). 
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Honour Killing 
Honour killing (also called a customary killing) is the murder of a family or 
clan member by one or more fellow family members, in which the perpetrators (and 
potentially the wider community) believe that the victim has brought dishonour upon 
the family, clan, or community. 
The perceived dishonour is normally the result of the following behaviours or 
the suspicion of such behaviours: (a) utilizing dress codes unacceptable to the 
family/community, (b) wanting to terminate or prevent an arranged marriage or 
desiring to marry by own choice, or (c) engaging in certain sexual acts, including 
those with the opposite or same sex. Such killings or attempt of such killings result 
jfrom the perception that the defense of honour justifies killing a person whose 
behaviour dishonours their own clan or family (http://en.wdkipedia.org/wiki/honor 
killing...visited on 23-12-2010). 
Cases of Honour Killing 
June 29, 2010 
Gaziabad: The three suspects in the Delhi honour killing case in which a 
couple and a woman were murdered on Sunday in the Ashok Vihar area of the 
national capital were arrested by a team of Uttar Pradesh Police in Ghaziabad on 
Thursday. 
The three accused - Ankit Chaudary, Mandeep Nagar and Nakul Khari were 
on the run since the tripple murders were committed on Sunday. The trio would be 
handed over to the Delhi Police for investigation. 
"The arrested persons are Ankit Chaudary, Mandeep Nagar and Nakul Khari. 
They were arrested from Ghaziabad this afternoon. They are being interrogated right 
now and have confessed to have committed the crime. They have told us that there 
was a lot of pressure on them that's why they did this," said Additional Director 
General of Police (Law and Order) Uttar Pradesh, Brij Lai. 
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They have been arrested for the murder of their sisters Monica and Shobha 
and brother-in-law Kuldeep. The three were allegedly killed for bringing dishonour to 
their families by marrying outside their community. According to the police, Shobha 
was murdered first followed by Kuldeep and then Monica. Police are trying to 
recover the pistol used to commit the gruesome crime. Police have also taken 
Mandeep's uncle and a cousin into preventive custody. The two had on Wednesday 
justified the killings in their family. 
However, one of the accused Ankit claimed that they were innocent. 
"We have not done anything? We are being framed. Don't know why?" said Ankit. 
Monica, a Gurjar, had married Kuldeep, who was a Rajput, and their families 
did not approve of the alliance. Both of them belonged to Wazipur village of Delhi. 
Shobha on the other hand was involved in a relationship with a boy belonging to 
another caste and had reportedly helped her sister elope with a man belonging to 
another caste. 
Delhi Police had on Wednesday released the pictures of the accused and 
announced a cash rewards of Rs 50,000 each for clues to the whereabouts of the three 
accused (http://ibnlive.in.com/news/three-arrested-in-delhi-honour-killingcase/1252 
10-3. html...visited on 27-12-2010). 
Honour Killing Case in Delhi 
July 05, 2010 
In yet another case of 'honour killing' in the capital, a class IV government 
employee and his lover were murdered allegedly by the woman's husband, cousins, 
her brother and one of her paramours. 
The incident was reported from south Delhi's Sarojini Nagar and the victims 
have been identified as Uttam Kumar and Anju. Six persons, including Anju's 
husband Karambir were arrested in this regard. 
The arrested have been identified as Anju's alleged paramour Navin Kumar 
(24), Jagphool (23), Shokeen (24), Manoj (27) and Rishi Das (21), her brother. 
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"The murders were at the hands of close family members. It is a case of 
honour killing," a senior police official said. Anju and Uttam Kumar belonged to 
different castes. 
The incident came to light following investigations into a complaint filed by 
Kumar's brother Keshav on June 27 that the former was missing since June 19. 
Kumar was working at Electricity Division of CPWD in Safdaijung Hospital. 
During investigation, it was also revealed that Kumar went to the area of 
Bharthal; and that he was in love with one Anju, who had eloped with him earlier. 
Investigators found that Karambir murdered Anju allegedly on June 22. Karambir had 
admitted to killing his wife, police said. 
A senior police official said it was also disclosed that Anju was 
simultaneously having a relationship with one Naveen Kumar who is her neighbour 
and working as a driver with a bank manager in Dwarka. 
"She was in contact with him for the last few months and on June 19 night, 
she was speaking to him over phone. Naveen was interrogated and he spilled the 
beans," the official said. 
Naveen told police that he alongwith Karambir and his brothers Deepak, 
Manoj and Shokeen and one of the brothers-in-law Rishi were involved in the 
killings, the official claimed. 
On June 19 night, Karambir had gone to attend the birthday party of Rishi at 
Ayurvigyan Nagar in AIIMS. 
"Anju was having frequent talks with Naveen without letting him know that 
she had already invited Uttam Kumar to her house. After the conversation, Naveen 
had taken his meal and went out for a stroll in the lane and found that a motorcycle 
was parked outside her house," the official said. He called Anju but her mobile phone 
was switched off. He knocked the door on which Anju peeped from inside the room 
but did not open it. 
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"Naveen got angry and called Karambir's brother Manoj who then informed 
Karambir and his cousins Shokeen and Jagphool. Rishi also reached the spot. They all 
barged into the house and caught hold of the deceased and started thrashing him," the 
official said. 
They then allegedly forced Uttam Kumar into a car. He tried to resist but was 
overpowered by the accused. 
"When they reached the toll bridge in Manesar, Uttam Kumar raised an alarm, 
on which the accused raised the volume of the stereo and once they crossed the toll 
bridge, they strangled him. After driving some distance from Manesar, they threw the 
dead body into a 100 feet deep well on Sabi River Bridge in Dharuhera of Rewari 
district," the official said (http://news.rediff com/report/2010/jul/05/delhi-yet-another-
honour-killing-case.htm...visited on 27-12-2010). 
Another Case of Honour Killing Surfaced in Sirsa, Haryana 
26-Sep-2010 
It may be another tragic incident of honour killing as a couple was found dead 
in a dubious manner in Haryana. The decomposed bodies of a couple, who eloped 
recently have been found in a field in Sirsa. 
The victims, Inderpal and Maya, were last been seen on September 17, 2010. 
The couple's families had filed missing complaints separately. However, the girl's 
uncle has now made some shocking allegations. He accused that Maya was gang-
raped by Inderpal along with four other men including the ex-Sarpanch of the village. 
The police told that the investigations are on, and the bodies have been sent 
for postmortem (http://www.mynews.in/News/another_case_of_honour_killing_ 
surfaced _in_haryana N93640.html...visited on 27-12-2010). 
Education is a fundamental human right and a necessary prerequisite for 
socio-economic development, particularly to improve the status of women. It enables 
a person to acquire knowledge and necessary skills and is considered as a ladder of 
development. It is universally recognised that mother is the first school of the child. 
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Theoretically, education is, therefore, recognised as more important for 
women than for men. It facilitates women to give up traditionally held myths and 
blind beliefs and brings up rational thinking among them. Long back in 1949 the 
University Education Commission remarked, "There cannot be educated people 
without educated women" (Mohanty, 2005:9). 
Table 3.3 shows the percentage of women who have experienced physical 
violence at any time since the age of 15 years and in the previous 12 months. Thirty 
four percent women at the age 15-49 have experienced violence at any time in the 12 
months preceding the survey. Notably, the majority (56 percent) of women who have 
ever experienced violence since the age of 15 have experienced violence in the 12 
months preceding the survey. Of women who experienced any violence in the past 12 
months, one in five reported that they experienced the violence often, and the 
remainder said that they experienced it sometimes. 
Table- 3.3 
Percentage of women aged 15-49 who have ever experienced physical violence since age 
of 15 and percentage of those who have experienced physical violence during the 12 
months preceding the Survey by background characteristic India, 2005-06 
Background 
characteristics 
Age 
15-19 
20-24 
25-29 
30.39 
40.49 
Residence 
Urban 
Rural 
Education 
No education 
25 years complete 
5-7 years complete 
8-9 years complete 
10-11 years 
complete 
12 or more years 
complete 
Percentage who have ever 
experienced physical violence 
since age 15 
2 
20.7 
30.8 
38.8 
39.4 
37.7 
28.3 
36.1 
44.3 
39.1 
32.4 
26.0 
21.3 
14.3 
Often 
2 
2.8 
4.1 
5.2 
4.6 
3.1 
2.9 
4.4 
5.7 
4.7 
3.7 
2.9 
1.3 
0.8 
Percentage who have experienced violence 
in the past 12 months 
Sometimes 
11.7 
15.8 
18.3 
16.4 
12.4 
12.0 
16.4 
19.9 
17.2 
15.1 
12.3 
8.7 
5.2 
Often or 
sometimes 
14.5 
19.9 
23.5 
21.0 
15.5 
14.9 
20.9 
25.6 
21.9 
18.7 
18.7 
10.6 
6.0 
Number of 
women 
16,617 
15,427 
13,832 
22,542 
15,286 
27,371 
56,332 
34,138 
6,600 
12,557 
11,700 
8,683 
10,023 
Source: NFHS-3, 2005-06. 
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By age, the prevalence of physical violence is lowest at 21 percent, for women 
aged 15-19 followed by 31 percent for women aged between 20-24 and 38-39 percent 
for women in the older age groups. The prevalence of violence in the past 12 months 
has an inverted U-shaped relationship with age, with the highest prevalence (24 
percent) found for women aged between 25-29 and the lowest (15-16 percent) for the 
youngest and oldest women. Women aged between 25-29 are also somewhat more 
likely to experience violence often. However, among women who have ever 
experienced violence at some time since the age of 15, the youngest women (aged 
between 15-19) are most likely, at 70 percent, to have experienced violence in the past 
12 months and the oldest women (aged between 40-49) least likely, at 41 percent, to 
have done so. Rural women are more likely than urban women to have ever 
experienced physical violence since the age of 15, and to have experienced it in the 
past 12 months. 
Differential in prevalence by women's education are substantial (Table 3 
shows). Forty-four percent of women with no education have experienced violence at 
some times since the age of 15, and 26 percent have experienced violence in the past 
12 months. These proportions decline steadily with education and the corresponding 
proportions for women who have completed 12 or more years of education are 14 
percent and 6 percent, respectively. The percentage of women often experiencing 
violence in the past 12 months also decline with education from 6 percent for women 
with no education to 1 percent for women who have the highest level of education. 
However, among women who have experienced violence since the age of 15, there is 
much less variation in the experience of violence in the past 12 months across 
educational levels (from 58 percent among women with no education to 50 percent 
among women with 10-11 complete years of education and 42 percent among women 
with highest level of education) (NFHS 3,497-99). 
If general education had to be limited to men or to women, the opportunity 
should be given to women, as from the women it would more surely be passed on to 
the next generation. But even today a gender bias in favour of male is observed at the 
grass root level in the allocation of resources for educating the son and daughter. It is 
true that the initiatives at the government level for expansion of female education 
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have yielded fruits and female literacy rate gone up from a level of 8.86 in 1951 to 
54.16 in 2001, but the gender gap in education, however, continues to exist. 
Table- 3.4 
Rural-Urban Literacy Rate and Gender Gap (1951-2002) 
1951 
1961 
1971 
1981 
1991 
2001 
Male 
R 
U 
T 
R 
U 
T 
R 
U 
T 
R 
U 
T 
R 
U 
T 
R 
U 
T 
r 19.02 
45.60 
27.16 
34.30 
66.00 
40.40 
48.60 
69.80 
45.96 
49.60 
76.70 
56.38 
57.90 
81.10 
64.13 
71.40 
86.70 
75.85 
Female 
4.87 
22.33 
8.86 
10.10 
40.50 
15.35 
15.50 
48.80 
21.97 
21.70 
56.30 
29.76 
30.60 
64.00 
39.29 
46.70 
73.20 
54.16 
Gender Gap 
14.15 
23.27 
18.30 
24.20 
25.50 
25.05 
33.10 
21.00 
23.99 
27.96 
20.40 
26.62 
27.30 
17.10 
24.84 
27.70 
13.50 
21.69 
Source: Census of India, 2001. 
Not: Literacy rates for 1961 and 1971 censuses relate to population aged 5 years and above. The 
rates for the 1981, 1991and above. 
Table shows that the gender gap in education has not only continued, it has 
rather increased from 18.30 percent to 21.69 percent during 1951 to 2001. The gender 
gap in education was relatively more prominent in urban area than rural area in 1951. 
The situation has reversed since 1971 and the gender gap is found to be more 
prominent in rural areas than in urban areas. It indicates that the relative educational 
status of women vis-a-vis men has recorded more improvement in urban areas than 
the relative educational status of women in rural areas. In other words, the gender 
inequality in education is more prominent in rural areas where more than 80 percent 
of women live. With the introduction of national policy on education 1986, the 
education for women has come to be accepted as a legitimate part of government 
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strategy. It lays down that education will be used as an agent of basic change in the 
status of women in order to neutralize the accumulated distortions of the past, and 
there will be well conceived edge in favour of women. 
In the field of participation in political activities, female's representation in 
public life has been very small throughout the world, although females make up 
approximately 50 percent of world's population. As late as 1966 only 55 out of 144 
members states of (JN had women members in their respective parliaments. It is the 
fundamental right of every citizen to contribute to the decision making process. In 
India limited franchise was granted to women in 1937, since then women have been 
participating in political process as voters, as candidates contesting the elections and 
are involved in deliberations both in the state assemblies and in parliament. But the 
number of women in parliament has not increased significantly over the years. 
Table- 3.5 
Women's Participation in Parliament (in percent) 
Year 
1952 
1962 
1971 
1980 
1991 
1996 
1998 
1999 
2004 
Lok Sabha 
4.4 
6.7 
4.2 
7.9 
7.16 
7.18 
7.5 
8.6 
8.3 
Rajya Sabha 
7.3 
7.6 
7.0 
9.8 
15.5 
0.68 
-
-
-
Source: Election Commission, Government in India. 
Table shows the proportion of seats occupied by women in Lok Sabha and 
Rajya Sabha over the years, and poor involvement of women in the decision making 
process. Participation of women in Parliament has increased from 4.4 percent to 8.3 
percent over a period of about 50 years. 
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May be women lack in aptitude for political participation and temperamen-
tally they can not be considered equal with men in the field of political activities, but 
family and social obstructions do play a role in discouraging and inhibiting them from 
entering into the political field to a substantial extent. The subordination of women in 
the society acts as a structural constraint to their participation in political activities in 
many cases (Mohanti, 2005:9-17). 
Crime against Women in India. 
• One crime against women every three minutes 
• One rape every 29 minutes 
• One dowry death case every 77 minutes 
• One case of cruelty by husband and relatives every nine minutes 
• One suicide every 4 hours. 
Source: National Crime Record Bureau, 2004. 
Over all a crime against women is committed every three minutes in India 
according to India's National Crime Bureau. Despite the scale of the problem there 
had been no specific legislation to deal with actual abuse or the threat of abuse at 
home. Domestic violence, under the new law, includes "actual abuse or the threats of 
abuse whether physical, sexual, emotional or economic", a statement from the Federal 
Ministry of Women and Child Development said. 
"We have been trying for long to protect women from domestic violence. In 
India alone, around 70% women are victims of these violent acts in one or the other 
form", Junior Minister of Women and Child Development Renuka Chowdhary told 
the Press Trust of India news agency. They say a bill alone will not help in preventing 
domestic abuse. What is needed is a change in mind sets. 
In January 1992, the National Commission for Women (NCW) was set up as a 
statutory body under the National Commission for Woman Act, 1990 (Act No.20 of 
1990 of Gov. of India) to review the constitutional and legal safeguards for women. 
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There are many government and non government organizations who are working for 
the benefit of women, (http://lifestyle.yug.com/forms-of-domestic-violence-and 
development-of women-through-education/...visited on 19-02-2011). 
Domestic Violence Act for Women's Empowerment in India 
Domestic Violence Act 2005 is the first significant attempt in India to 
recognize domestic abuse as a punishable offence, to extend its provisions to those in 
live-in relationships, and to provide for emergency relief for the victims, in addition 
to legal recourse (http://www.sethassociates.com/domestic-violence-act-for-women 
%E2%80%99s-empowerment-in-india.html...visited on 23-02-2011). 
The protection of women from domestic violence Act 2005 was brought into 
force by the Indian Government from October 26, 2006. The Act was passed by the 
ParUament in August 2005 and assented to by the President on 13 September, 2005. 
As of November 2007, it has been ratified by four of twenty eight governments in 
India, namely Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh, and Orissa. Of about 
8,000 criminal cases registered all over India under this Act, Rajasthan had 3440 
cases, Kerala 1,020 cases, while Punjab had 172 cases, (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ 
protection-of-women-from-Domestic-violence-Act-2005...visited on 18-02-2011). 
All forms of violence against women, physical and mental, whether at 
domestic or societal levels, including those arising from customs, traditions or 
accepted practices shall be dealt with effectively with a view to eliminate its 
incidence. Institutions and mechanism/schemes for assistance will be created and 
strengthened for prevention of such violence including sexual harassment at work 
place and customs like dowry for the rehabilitation of the victims of violence and for 
taking effective action against the perpetrators of such violence. A special emphasis 
will also be laid on programmes and measures to deal with trafficking of women and 
girls, (http://www.wed.nic.in/empowerment.htm...visited on 19-02-2011). 
Now we are living in the modem and technological world. Women are also 
entering in all these fields like men for doing job. Educated women have better 
opportunity compared to uneducated women in the society. With the help of 
education and law and order it is easy to escape from those problems. So, it is 
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necessary to educate all types of women in the society. Education gives strength, 
wealth, health and power to the individual. 
According to Swami Vivekananda: 
"We want that education by which character is formed, strength of mind 
increased and intellect is expanded, and by which one can stand on one's own feet". 
The plight of women in medieval India and at the starting of modem India can 
be summed up in the words of great poet Rabindranath Tagore: 
"O Lord why has you not given women the right to conquer her destiny' 
Why does she have to wait head bowed, by the road side, waiting with tired 
patience, hoping for a miracle in the morrow"? (http://lifestyle.yug.com/fonns-of-
domestic-violence-and-development-of-women-through-education/...visited on 17-
06-2010). 
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Chapter- 4 
Education and Political 
Participation 
CHAPTER- 4 
EDUCATION AND POLITICAL PARTICIPATION 
Education has a very direct positive relationship with political participation of 
women. Illiteracy hinders from taking part in active politics. Uneducated and less 
educated are generally passive citizens. Their political activities are confined to the 
ballot box only. Many women who participate in the political arena are better 
educated than their men counterparts. Education emerges as a very significant factor 
in bringing about a favourable change in the political status of women and also in 
making its recipients better informed, self reliant and culturally and intellectually rich 
individuals. The educated women are said to be more knowledgeable about women's 
rights and duties in the political mainstream of the nation. It contributes to raise their 
consciousness about women's subjugated condition on their own and their capacity to 
deal with political problem and to offer solutions. It widens the horizons of their 
information and awareness and facilitates their understanding of the universe. 
Modem education has changed women's outlook to a great extent. The values 
which they cherished under the influence of traditions are undergoing a radical 
transformation. In fact, a new concept of womanhood is generally emerging in India 
which is at odds with the traditional concept of women as a devoted v/ife confined to 
home. Now, she is not only the manager of the household but also an active 
participant in public life. Education acts as a level of inequalities between the sexes. 
Hence, education has special significance for changing notion of women in politics 
particularly in changing societies like ours. Our aim is to enquire whether education 
does indeed effects the levels, modes and extent of political participation. (Bhawana, 
1998:4-5). 
Education is one of the means of enabling women to assert their rights and to 
achieve emancipation. It also helps women to think on their own. When women have 
grown to think on their own, they judge and act with confidence, their present 
representation can give way to "effective" representation which may obviate the need 
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to depend on special reservation of seats. Education is the key of releasing women 
from their habitual willingness to be taught and led by men. 
Education is positively related to active participation of women in politics. 
Women with higher education level tend to participate more in different modes in 
politics than those having low education. Educated women tend to take active part in 
political discussions than the uneducated ones. 
Formal education should be strongly associated with political participation for 
both women and men. Education is an especially powerful predictor of political 
participation. Education enhances factors supporting political engagement, such as 
access to high-income jobs that provide the resources and contacts for political 
activity and access to non-political association such as charitable organizations or 
religious establishments that can be a recruitment groimd for political activity. 
However, there is relationship between women's education levels and their 
representation in formal politics, and their participation in other political activities. 
(http://unisdoc.unisco.org/images/0014/001467/146770e.pdf...visited on 08-07-2010). 
Political Participation-
The status of women in India has been subject to many great changes over the 
past few millennia. From equal status with men in ancient times through the low 
points of the medieval period, to the promotion of equal rights by many reformers, the 
history of women in India has been eventful. In modem India, women have adorned 
high offices in India including that of the President, Prime Minister, Speaker of the 
Lok Sabha, Leader of Opposition, etc. The current President of India is a woman 
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Women_in_India...visited on 02-09-2011). 
The promotion of women in politics, however, especially, if it is supposed to 
be implemented through affirmative action is still contested. This is in spite of the fact 
that the women who form around 50% of total world population share a considerably 
lower presence in elected political bodies: women made up only 11.6% of Mps in 176 
parliaments in 1995. Apparently universal franchise is inadequate to overcome 
structural constraints that impede female presence in political offices. Thus, despite 
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their numerical strength, women are still a minority in respect ofvpoBitic^power^aiicf' 
positions (Srivastava, 2008:12). ^ = > ^ ^ ^ ! i ! i ^ 
The constitution of India provides for universal adult suffrage (Article 326) 
and Indian women have been active participants in every Indian election. To be sure, 
women have been highly visible participants; they have served in both houses of 
parliaments and in the state legislatures, Governors and Chief Ministers of states, and 
served at the national level. Despite the achievements of an elite few, women as a 
whole have been under represented throughout India in both appointed and elected 
positions; they have minimal power within the parties and they participate in elections 
as candidates and as voters with less frequency than men (Pandya, 2008:564). 
Women's political participation is most often measured in terms of the 
numbers of women to be found in formal politics, in position of public office to which 
they have been elected, an extremely crude measure is made even more so by the 
tendency to limit it to the numbers of women in the main legislative house at the 
national level, excluding not just numbers of women in regional and local 
government, but numbers of women elected as Magistrates, members of the boards of 
public bodies such as schools or health facilities and the like. The reasons for using 
this measure have to do with simple convenience. There are significant data gaps on 
numbers of women in local governments and other sub-national elected bodies around 
the world, and there is such wide variation in governance systems for sub-national 
communities and public bodies that they are barely comparable. Women political 
participation is best understood more broadly than numbers of women in office, and, 
indeed, more broadly than numbers of women's organizations as women may express 
their political interests through participation in a wide variety of political and civic 
associations (http://unisdoc.unisco.org/images/0014/001467/146770e.pdf...visited on 
04-08-2010). 
The history of women's large scale participation in the nationalist movement 
is well known and, in fact, one can go back to 1905 when women freedom fighters 
showed immense courage in fighting the British rulers. More strikingly, mass 
participation of women was recognized during the Civil Disobedience Movement in 
1939 and also during the India Movement of 1942, when thousands of women courted 
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arrest. Some women participated in the revolutionary movement as couriers 
distributing literature, risking police repression, imprisonment and even capital 
punishment. There was a Nari Bahini (Women Volunteer force) which would help 
guard villages at night. Studies have recorded many stories of women's courage, 
militant spirit and irmovation during these struggles (Pandya, 2008:564). 
The role of 'education' in political participation has been well recognized. 
Among the demographic research such as age, sex, income, occupation, caste, 
religion, place of residence, etc. education has been found to have the greatest effect 
on political behaviour. An educated person is a different type of political actor than 
the one who has only a little or no education. Well educated people are considered to 
be politically more active, as they have a more critical, calculative, broader and 
analytical approach towards politics than the less educated. Education helps in making 
an individual politically conscious, influences his political orientation and shapes his 
political perceptions (Bhawana, 1998: 38). 
Women as Voters and Candidates 
Voting has a tremendous strength and weakness and have impact for 
equalizing and mobilizing women. Yet, it has to be noted that voting requires the least 
initiative and internal motivation. Many women treat the day of voting as a welcome 
break from their dull and tiring routine and do not appear to have a notion of why she 
would vote for the particular candidates. Though women's participation in the 
political process has increased both in the elections and in their readiness to express 
their view on issues directly concerning their life, but their ability to produce an 
impact on the political process has been negligible because of the inadequate attention 
paid to their political education and mobilization by both political parties and 
women's organizations, as political parties and women's organizations see women 
voters as appendages of the males. 
The number of women contestants in parliamentary elections has not increased 
significantly over the years. Political parties seem uniformly reluctant to field women 
candidates. The high cost of electioneering is another deterrent to women candidates 
in contesting elections. Because of these factors there is an increasing tendency 
among women to contest elections as independent candidates. 
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Women's Autonomy in Voting 
The role of party workers seems to be marginal: only about three percent 
women reported voting under their influence. The impact of women education level 
on who influences their voting preference is not very clear, as there is no discemable 
pattern across education levels. As this correlation was not very suggestive, we tried 
to see if there were significant community differences among women regarding 
voting decisions. 
Table- 4.1 
Women's Autonomy in Voting by Education Level 
Illiterates 
Non-
formal 
Primary 
Middle 
Higher 
secondary 
Graduation 
&. Above 
Total 
1 
30.31 
64.09 
17.56 
19.64 
41.15 
21.00 
29.18 
2 
59.28 
33.60 
74.52 
69.67 
56.02 
76.95 
61.14 
3 
1.59 
0.06 
3.43 
0.73 
1.40 
0.28 
1.60 
4 
2.92 
0.34 
0.15 
2.70 
0.40 
1.49 
2.51 
5 
1.51 
0.00 
0.04 
0.03 
0.00 
0.00 
1.15 
6 
3.30 
1.98 
0.05 
5.74 
1.25 
0.28 
3.17 
7 
1.07 
0.00 
3.56 
0.58 
0.06 
0.00 
1.12 
Total 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
Source: Hasan, 2004:209. 
Note: 1-Family; 2-Husband; 3-Friends; 4-Community; 5-EIders; 6-Religious Workers; 7-Party 
Workers; 8-Others. 
It transpires that a greater proportion of Muslims women consult husbands in 
comparison to Hindus (Hasan, 2004:209). 
Women in Panchayati Raj 
Lenin has emphasized the need to take concrete measures to draw women into 
leadership positions and thereby into politics by giving them one third reservation in 
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what may now be called the third tier of governance- the Panchayati- Raj and India is 
the first country to take positive and effective steps in this regard. The constitutional 
amendment providing one-third representation to women in elected bodied as well as 
reserving one -third of the offices of chairpersons for them will have far-reaching 
consequence in Indian political and social life (Menakshi, 2007:22). 
Participation of women in Panchayati Raj Institutions has been recognized as a 
step towards equality. The committee on Panchayati Raj institutions, 1978 
recommended the reservation of two seats for women in Panchayats and to co-opt 
women in case they did not come through elections. The co-option of two women 
members in Panchayats has not brought any perceptible impact on women's 
participation in the panchayati Raj bodies. Co-option is done only in letter and not in 
the spirit of getting the women involved in Panchayat activities. Patterns of political 
behaviour from different regions show different relationships; influenced as they are, 
by inter related factors like the social status of women, their economic position, the 
cultural norms and, above all, the regional out look towards women's participation in 
the wider society (Pandya, 2008:57). 
The representation of women in Panchayati Raj institutions reflects the 
empowerment of women at the grass root level. The 73"* &74* Constitutional 
Amendment Acts seem to have been effective in this regard. In the elections of 
panchayati Raj institutions held between 1993 and 1997 women achieved 
participation even beyond the mandatory requirement of one third of the total seats in 
some states, such as Karnataka (43.45%), Kerala (36.4%), and West Bengal (35.4%). 
(Planning Commission of India, 2000). Although the percentage of women in various 
levels of political activity has risen considerably, women are still under represented in 
governance and decision making positions. Some of the notable women leaders in 
India are Indira Gandhi, Susma Swaraj, Vasundhara Raje Scindia, Mamta Benerji, 
Sindhu Joyand, and Sonia Gandhi. On July 2007 the country's first ever women 
President Pratibha Patil was sworn in (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/women-in-
india...visited on 16-08-2010). 
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M.K. Gandhi's dream of feminization of politics has been achieved in 
qualitative terms but not in qualitative terms. It shows the strength of women in 
ruling, administration and handling the situation or an issue. 
The society knows the strength of women but is not ready to recognize, utilize 
or allow women to show their power. With only some exceptional cases women in 
ancient times had been kept away from politics. But freedom struggle in 19* and 20th 
centuries opened the door for public place for women, which enabled a few women to 
find space in the formal politics of post- independent India. Now, the time is ripe to 
create more space for more women in formal politics. 
Table- 4.2 
Number of Women in Panchayati Raj Institutions 
India 
Kamataka 
G.P. No. of 
Women 
9,88,106 
37,689 
% 
35.92 
46.74 
T.P .No. of 
Women 
59,688 
1,343 
% 
40.14 
40.20 
Z.P. No. 
of women 
6,106 
335 
% 
39.37 
35.45 
Source: Singh, 2005:30 
The 73"* Constitution Amendment Act 1992 which came into force from 24 
April 1993, laid the foundation of strong and Vibrant Panchayati Raj institutions in 
the country. The 73'^ '* Amendment 1993, gave 33 percent reservation to women, who 
come forward and accept challenges. Mrs. Sonia Gandhi has rightly pointed out that 
while there is 33 percent reservation for women in Panchayati Raj institutions, nearly 
31 percent of the seats are occupied by women who are relatives of MLAs or former 
Panchayat leaders. Besides this, 73rd Amendment is a revolutionary step and a land 
mark in the history of women's development as women could now participate in 
decision making and in political process in the country at least at the grass-root level. 
With this Amendment women's representation in Panchayati Raj bodies increased in 
many states from almost 2-3 percent to 30 or 32 percent. This was a major 
achievement. The following table shows some important achievements. 
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Table- 4.3 
Women Participation in Panchayati Raj Institutions before 1985 and after 1995 
COMPARISON 
States 
Gujarat 
Haryana 
Kamataka 
Madhya Pradesh 
Kerala 
Punjab 
Rajasthan 
West Bengal 
U.P 
Overall percent in Gps 1985 
Only 2 Women 
Only 1 Women 
Only 1-2 Women 
2 Women 
1 Women 
2 Women 
2 Women 
2 women 
0 Women 
Overall percent in Gps 1995 
33.3% 
33.1% 
37.0% 
38.0% 
38.2% 
30.2% 
32.4% 
35.4% 
29.6% 
Source: Panchayati Raj Development Report 1995. Institute of Social Science, New Delhi. 
In all states Except Assam and Bihar the elections to the Panchayati Raj 
bodies were held after the passage of the 73 '^' Amendment to the Constitution. 
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Table- 4.4 
Position of Women Panchayat Members in 15 Major States. 
State 
Andhra Pradesh 
Assam 
Bihar 
Gujarat 
Haryana 
Kamataka 
Kerala 
Madhya Pradesh 
Maharashtra 
Orissa 
Punjab 
Rajasthan 
Tamil Nadu 
Uttar Pradesh 
West Bengal 
Election's 
year 
1995 
-
-
1995 
1994 
1993 
1995 
1994 
1997 
1997 
1998 
1995 
1996 
1995-96 
1998 
Village 
level 
(Gram 
Panchay 
at) 
33.04 
-
-
33.35 
33.10 
43.79 
37.81 
32.93 
33.33 
35.27 
35.35 
32.48 
33.67 
25.54 
35.56 
Block level 
(Panchayat 
Samiti) 
37.01 
-
-
33.40 
33.37 
40.21 
36.39 
34.17 
33.31 
35.55 
13.26 
33.10 
35.31 
24.07 
35.14 
District level 
(Zila Parishad) 
33.21 
-
-
33.38 
33.33 
36.45 
34.67 
33.72 
33.31 
34.45 
32.48 
33.20 
34.72 
25.40 
34.02 
0.51 
-
-
0.02 
-0.02 
10.46 
4.48 
0.40 
0 
1.94 
2.02 
-0.85 
0.34 
-7.79 
2.23 
Reservation income 
over minimum 
3.68 
-
-
0.07 
0.74 
6.88 
3.06 
0.84 
-0.02 
2.22 
-20.07 
-0.23 
1.98 
-9.26 
1.81 
0.12 
-
-
0.05 
0 
3.12 
1.34 
0.39 
-0.02 
1.10 
-0.85 
-0.13 
-0.39 
1.93 
0.69 
Source: States of PR in the states and Union Territories of India-2000. 
Note: In case of Punjab figures for PS and ZP for election in 1994. In case of UP elections to PRIs in 
the hill districts were held in 1996. 
In the Table , we can see that Karnataka reservation of seats for women is 
quite high in comparison to the minimum prescribed but in seven states the minimum 
reservation of the seats was not adhered to in one tier or more . This thing shows that 
the state governments did not follow the constitutional mandate. Inspite of this, it is a 
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fact that though Constitutional Amendments {72^^ and 74"^ ), the Panchayats are an 
opportunity for women to change the face of political leadership. Of course, the need 
of the hour is to provide them support and build up their capacities for facing the 
challenges of competitive world. 
At present, a sense of empowerment has grovm. The women Sarpanchs and 
members have also begun to address some of the social problems .For example -
1. A Sarpanch highlighted the problem of bride price and problem of alcoholism. 
2. In Chama, two village Panchayat Pradhans helped in the closure of liquor 
vends which had a vice like grip over the village community. 
3. Maharashtra's Panchayat women members organized a camp of women to 
discuss the issue of dowry 
4. A Sarpanch was able to contain alcoholism in a meeting of community elders 
with signing of an agreement that a person would pay a fine, if found drunk, 
and motivating women to report, if their husbands came home drunk (Singh, 
2005:30-36). 
The participation of women in the Zilla Panchayat meetings was also an eye-
opener. If any woman wished to raise any issue, she chose to speak about it to the 
adhyaksha or the upadhyaksha after the meeting when the male members would be 
leaving the hall. Quite often a male member would also be there to support her. 
Women members from the southern and coastal districts of Kamataka were more 
vocal than those from the northern districts because of the former's exposure to the 
urban situation and also due to cultural factors. The social distance in the presence of 
men and the relative inexperience and uncertainly as to what they say would be 
acceptable or not, often came in way of the women's participation in the meetings. 
Most women members did not visit the Zilla Parishad offices except when attending 
meetings. Occasionally the men escorted the women members and also accompanied 
them to the meeting hall, prompting them to speak. 
Uneducated women elected members lagged behind men. While 20 percent of 
the men in the Zilla Parishads had professional and post graduates education women 
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with comparable qualifications are 5 percent. A majority of women members gave 
their occupations such as agriculture, house work and social work. Most women 
preferred to indicate their profession as house wives .with their entry in Panchayats 
women had acquired the additional responsibility of public life along with house hold 
work. In many cases women continued to spend all their time in house hold chores as 
usual, because the men in their families were involved in discharging the political 
responsibilities on their behalf. These findings were based on the field studies done at 
a time when the Zilla Parishad had just come into being (Meenakshi, 2007:27). 
Table- 4.5 
Representation of Women Members from First to Thirteenth Lok Sabha 
Lok Sabha 
First (1952-57) 
Second(l957-62) 
Third( 1962-67) 
Fourth (1967-70) 
Fifth (1971-77) 
Sixth (1977-79) 
Seventh 
(1980-84) 
Eighth( 1984-89) 
Ninth( 1989-91) 
Tenth( 1991-96) 
Eleventh 
(1996-97) 
Twelfth (1998) 
Thirteen (1999) 
Total 
Seats 
499 
500 
503 
523 
521 
544 
544 
544 
517 
544 
544 
544 
543 
No. of women 
Contestant 
51 
45 
70 
67 
86 
70 
142 
164 
198 
324 
599 
271 
277 
No. of 
Women 
Elected 
22 
27 
34 
31 
22 
19 
28 
44 
27 
39 
40 
44 
48 
Percentage 
4.4 
5.4 
6.7 
5.9 
4.2 
3.4 
5.1 
8.1 
5.2 
7.16 
7.35 
8.10 
8.83 
Source: Election Commission of India. 
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Table- 4.6 
Representation of Women Members in Rajya Sabha 
Year 
1952 
1957 
1962 
1967 
1971 
1977 
1980 
1985 
1990 
1996 
1998 
Total seats 
219 
237 
238 
240 
245 
244 
244 
244 
245 
223 
223 
No. of women 
16 
18 
18 
20 
17 
25 
24 
28 
38 
20 
19 
% of women 
7.3 
7.6 
7.6 
8.3 
7.0 
10.2 
9.8 
11.4 
15.5 
9.0 
8.6 
Source: Election Commission of India. 
Table 4.5 shows that the representation reached a high point of 8.83 percent 
only in 1999 general elections. However, it fell short of 33 percent, the critical mass 
of women required for decision-making strength. Numbers reveal a story of bias that 
just keeps getting worse with eacli passing year (Table 4.6 &. 4.7). 
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Table- 4.7 
Sex Ratio 
Census 
1951 
1961 
1971 
1981 
1991 
2001 
Child Sex Ratio 
NA 
976 
964 
962 
945 
927 
Overall Sex Ratio 
964 
941 
930 
934 
927 
933 
Source: census of India, 2001. 
There could not be more telling of the state of India's women than the sex 
ratio. In five decades between the 1951 and 2001 censuses, the picture has worsened 
significantly with the result that for every 1000 males there are only 933 females 
today. What's worse is that the child sex ratio, the number of girls for every 1,000 
boys in the 0-6 age group is now even lower at 927. The discrimination that begins 
from the foetus continues in the form of the neglect of the child whether it is nutrition 
or education. 
Given such a situation, it is very surprising that few women are able to rise to 
leadership positions. As the graphic above shows 60 years after independence, we are 
still to have a Lok Sabha in which women constitute even 10 percent of the house. 
Successive governments have paid only lip services to the idea of one -third of 
legislative seats being reserved for women but idea has not moved one step closer to 
fhiition. 
Reservation for women in parliament has been long overdue. But reserving 
seats in parliament is not the only way to change the unfortunate lot of women in our 
country. The discrimination that has been meted out to them for centuries can not be 
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wiped out by a single act of reservation. Unless we overhaul our mindset towards 
women, nothing can really change. And this can happen only by spreading education 
across the length and breadth of our country. The 33 percent reservation for women is 
already on paper but it has not yet been legitimized. No political party is interested in 
giving the required push to the women's reservation bill. They are scared that men 
may lose their supremacy in parliament, and how could their fragile egos handle that? 
The status of women in Indian society is full of contradictions. Women are 
still left on the periphery of the political process and political participation remains 
elusive to most of them in spite of their voting and election and capturing a few seats 
of power and influence. 
Education plays an important role so far as the entry of women legislators into 
politics is concerned. Women have to be educated so as to bring them into the 
mainstream of national politics ((Pandya, 2008:572-575). 
Bandyopadhyaya (1997) concluded that all three tiers-gram panchayat, 
Panchayat samiti and zilla Parishad are institutions of self-government for their 
respective jurisdictions in respect of functions allotted to them. Panchayats are 
representative institutions of self government.. 
Kirti Kumar (1994) emphasized that in order to strengthen women's 
empowerment female literacy has to be promoted. Education plays a vital role in 
enabling the castes and classes to function on equal plans with representative holding, 
traditional high castes status and influence. Empowerment may be supported by the 
economic independence & control on productive resources, particularly land. 
According to author, these strategies would go a long way in strengthening political 
empowerment of women in Panchayati Raj bodies. He suggested that in the existing 
political milieus and prevailing socio- economic structure, Panchayati Raj institutions 
can not act as an agent of social transformation unless government, NGOs, and people 
themselves are completely involved and committed to it and are in a position to curb 
the growth of obstructionist and retrograde forces. 
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Sexena (1989) revealed that all the women members of panchayats and other 
executive bodies must be trained and empowered to exercise their authority. Both 
men and women members must be sensitized to women's issues (Singh, 2005:37-39). 
Women's political participation and representation at decision making levels 
are two different issues. Participation is a necessary but insufficient condition for 
representation because representation does not flow automatically from participation. 
Women all over the world have participated widely in political movements in times of 
crisis but, once the crisis is over, they are relegated again to the domestic arena. 
Women's active participation in local bodies is creating a paradigm. The buzz word 
today is "Women can do it" which is proved very emphatically by various luminaries 
in different walks of life. A Panchayati Raj institution, the grass root units of self 
government has been proclaimed as the vehicle of socio - economic transformation in 
rural India. (Ganesamurthy, 2008:85). 
Women in India have always had a raw deal in social economics, political and 
educational opportunities. To achieve sustainable development and build a balanced 
society, we have to make gender equality a national agenda, while the Indian 
constitution is one of the most progressive in the world and guarantees equal rights for 
men and women, Indian women are still waiting anxiously for their dreams of 
equality to be translated into reality. Political power is perhaps the strongest tool to 
eradicate inequality. The pending constitution amendment bill that ensure 33% 
reservation for women in all the legislative bodies including the Lok Sabha, has 
resulted in a unique situation while the reservation at panchayat level is implemented 
in all states, a controversy has started (http://www.streeshati.com/political. 
htm...visited on 08-09-2010). 
Education is universally recognised as a central component of'human capital'. 
The role of education as a contribution to economic growth and its impact on 
population control, life expectancy, infant mortality, improving nutritional status and 
strengthen civil institutions is well recognised. Moreover, it has been found that 
education is an important social resource and a means of eradicating inequality in 
society. Therefore, an adequate level of expenditure on education is a basic 
requirement to produce the trained manpower that is essential for rural development 
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in particular and rapid economic growth of the coiintry in general .The table given 
below shows the data for educational expenditure in India. 
Table- 4.8 
Expenditure on Education 
Year 
1951 
1961 
1971 
1981 
1991 
1994 
1996 
1997 
Total expenditure on education 
(Rs. Crores) 
64 
260 
1011 
4436 
20491 
22349 
44695 
51683 
Education expenditure as 
% GDP 
0.68 
1.63 
2.41 
3.00 
4.29 
4.05 
3.89 
3.62 
Source: Nautiyal, 2009,163. 
In 1981, educational expenditures had risen to the level of 3.0 percent and 2.41 
percent 1951 and 1971 respectively. After this a gradual increase in educational 
expenditure was witnessed and it reached a peak level of 4.39 percent of GDP in 
1990, but this percent has declined to 3.62 percent in 1997. This shows a lower 
priority given to education in the past reform period, despite the fact that Government 
has been proclaiming that it intends to increase it to 6 percent of GDP. 2001 is the 
year of empowerment of women and is being celebrated all over the world. We are 
now in the new century. The challenge before us now is not to just to talk about the 
gender equality and create awareness, but to initiate the process of transforming 
societies to turn away from gender discrimination. Empowerment includes overall 
development in terms of education, employment, legislative powers, decision making 
power and health awareness. 
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Mrs. Sonia Gandhi said little has been done on improving the condition of 
women. The reasons why women rarely enter into politics and, if they do so, why they 
are all the time depending on the males of the family or Panchayat members in 
decision making need to be tackled. They should be made self-dependant. It is also 
argued that unless there is an increase in literacy among poor village women and till 
they are economically dependent, the 73^ *^  Amendment has no meaning. 
Table- 4.9 
Women's Literacy Rate in India 
Year 
1901 
1911 
1921 
1931 
1941 
1951 
1961 
1971 
1981 
1991 
2001 expected 
(Total) Literacy rate 
4.40 
5.30 
7.60 
9.40 
16.50 
18.30 
28.31 
34.45 
45.56 
52.21 
63.00 
(Women) Literacy rate 
0.60 
1.00 
1.81 
2.90 
7.30 
8.86 
15.34 
21.97 
29.75 
39.29 
55.00 
Source: Statistical Diary, Uttar Pradesh, 1999 
Women in India lead a highly adverse life style under most pressing 
challenging and unfavorable geographical, social and economic conditions. They have 
been oppressed, under estimated and marginalized in the male dominated society. 
However, during the last few decades their personal, social, economic and cultural life 
has witnessed some transformation with improvements in women's educational 
standard both in rural and urban areas. As a result of this an interest among the 
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women to participate in political, social, cultural and other activities could be 
witnessed. The reservation for women in the Panchayti Raj Institutions has not only 
allowed their entry into politics in a large member but also generated an interest 
towards the political activities. Their political participation and direct association with 
politics have opened new vistas for them (Nautiyal, Bourai, 2009:163). 
Working for women's development through their participation in setting the 
agenda for their own and others development and to make this agenda a success 
requires immediate attention. This would lead to women's empowerment. There is 
thus, a close interaction and dialectical relationship between women's empowerment 
on the one hand and their role in politics and decision making on the other hand. Such 
a participation in making public choices would lead to a qualitative change not merely 
in women's lives but in the functioning of public institutions and nature of politics. A 
set of strategies and actions that would take care of the deficiencies and empower 
women in multiple ways and help them play the political role effectively can be 
evolved (Pandya, 2008: 573). 
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Chapter- 5 
Conclusion and Suggestions 
CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
Women account for more than half of the world's illiterate population and 
achieving literacy for them could be one of the first steps towards empowering 
women to participate more equally in society and free them for economic opportunity 
which can be seen as highly important end in it self. The education enhances their 
decision making capacity in vital areas, especially in the areas of reproduction. 
Education is one of the most important means of empowering women and giving 
knowledge, skills and self confidence which is necessary to make them to be full 
partners in the development process. 
Women's education and empowerment plays an important role in the 
development. Empowerment is a very broad term encompassing all types of 
empowerment such as education, economic, social, political, legal and cultural 
empowerment of women. The world declaration in world conference in 1990 laid 
emphasis on "education of all" and stress on universalizing access and promoting 
equity, the two issues which are vital to the empowerment of women. 
The history of women's education began with heated controversies about 
women's right to education and this battle has been won. Women today, enjoy a 
formally and explicitly recognized right to education, but few specific and effective 
guarantees have been put in place to ensure that women's access to education is 
secure. 
Education is the most important instrument for human resource development 
and the most important mediums through which knowledge and information is 
acquired. Hence, access to education has been recognized as a fundamental right of 
both men and women. The empowering role of woman's education is multipronged, 
affecting not only every aspect of women's lives, but also the lives of their children 
and others who are likely to depend on them. Education has the potential of 
empowering women in several different ways by equipping them with the awareness 
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and knowledge required to make beneficial life choices by increasing their ability to 
access to resources and services, by enabling them to become informed consumers 
and citizens, by inculcating a feeling of self-worth, and by increasing their ability to 
challenge and make accountable those who hold power and authority among other 
things. Education is also likely to enhance women's economic independence by 
equipping them with skills necessary to avail of paid employment opportunities 
thereby also making their economic contributions more visible. At the national level 
the education of women has resulted in the improvement of the productivity, income 
and economic development of women as well as better quality of life notably a 
healthier and better nourished population. 
Empowerment of women is one of the main reasons as to why female 
education is necessary in India. If a woman is educated, she will build self-confidence 
and this will result in empowerment. 
Women's empowerment is a new phrase in the vocabulary of gender literature. 
The phrase is used in two broad senses that are general and specific. In a general 
sense, it refers to empowering women to be self-dependent by providing them access 
to all freedoms and opportunities which they were denied in the past only because of 
their being women. In a specific sense, women empowerment refers to enhancing 
their position in the power structure of the society. The word women empowerment 
essentially means that the women have the power or capacity to regulate their day- to-
day lives in the social, political and economic terms -a power which enables them to 
move from the periphery to the centre stage. The principle of gender equality is 
enshrined in the Indian Constitution in its preamble, fundamental rights, fundamental 
duties and directive principles. The Constitution not only grants equality to women 
but also empowers the state to adopt measures, a position, indiscrimination in favour 
of women. Within the framework of democratic polity, our laws, developmental 
policies, plans and programmes are aimed at women's advancement in different 
spheres. India has also ratified various international conventions to secvire rights of 
women. 
Empowerment would become more relevant, if women are educated, better 
informed and can take rational decisions. Education is the foimdation of woman 
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empowerment. The greatest single factor that can incredibly improve the status of 
women in any society is education. It enables her not only to gain knowledge about 
the world outside her hearth and home, but also helps her to get status, positive self 
esteem and self confidence, necessary courage and strength to face the challenges in 
life. It also facilitates her to procure a job to supplement the income of the family and 
achieve social status. Educated women can play an equally important role as men in 
nation building. 
Education is the nourishment of the mind with knowledge which practices 
purposefully and productively. Education disciplines the mind, sharpens the intellect 
and refines the spirit. It shapes and polishes a rough unknown diamond into a multi-
faceted Kohinoor sparking with scintillating brilliance. It's the development of 
integrated personality that unfolds itself to the highest wisdom. It's a continuous 
process. 
Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar the prominent person of the nineteenth century 
(1820-1891) helped the British Government to establish the first girl's school in 
Calcutta in 1849. He was fiarther responsible for the establishment of forty girl's 
schools in Bengal betweenl855-1858. 
Gopal Krishna Gokhale a briUiant national leader (1866-1915) worked 
relentlessly towards raising the status of women in Indian society. He founded the 
"Servants of Indian Society" in 1905 as its main objective the education of women. 
Two religious leaders who helped in bringing about the renaissance in the Hindu 
religion were Rama Krishna Paramahansa (1866) and Swami Vivekananda (1862-
1902). 
In the 19"^  and early 20"^  centuries there was also an improvement in the status 
of women in India. Two major movements which affected women's position during 
this period were the Social Reform Movement of the 19"^  century and the Nationalist 
Movement of the 20* century. Spread of education was an important instrument for 
social change and in improving status of the women. 
The lack of education is the main cause for which women suffer more than 
men do. The lack of education means the lack of self -reliance, self -confidence 
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because of which women are not able to come out of their problems. So, educating a 
woman means educating a family. As per one estimate about 850 million people in 
the world are illiterate. Out of these about 50% are in India alone. But if we take 
illiteracy rate among women, the situation becomes more alarming .Four out of five 
women in this country are illiterate which means they are denied the benefits of 
modem knowledge, improvements of functional skills and behavioural changes 
towards modernization. No doubt that there has been a tendency towards literacy in 
post- independence era, but women to a large extent have been ignored. 
Consequently, a considerable majority of the women particularly from rural areas 
continue to be either illiterate or semi-literate. It means women are not given the 
opportunities in order to enable themselves to take the benefit of the modem 
technology. 
The National Policy of Education (NPE) sees education as an instrument to 
bring about basic changes in the status of women and envisages a well conceived edge 
in their favour. 
• Mahila Samakhya is one of the most successful efforts to link women's 
empowerment project with education to create an environment for women , to 
acquire knowledge and information with a view to bring about change in their 
perception about themselves and that of the society. 
• The Total Literacy Campaign (TLC) has been successful in raising the demand for 
education, especially among women. In most of the 428 districts women make up 
over 60% of the adults enrolled in the programme. 
• The Non-formal Education (NFE) is being extended particularly to meet the needs 
of girls who are unable to attend formal school. NFE centres run exclusively for 
girls to get 90 % assistance from the Central Government. 
The University Grant Commission (UGC) has been encouraging institutions to 
take up research projects in the area of women's studies by providing necessary funds. 
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National Policy on Education (NPE) - Initiatives for women 1986 is a 
landmark approach towards women education. It has attempted for the first time to 
address the basic issues of women's equality. 
In January 1991, the government constituted a statutory body called National 
Conunission for Women (NCW). In accordance with the directives of the National 
Policy on Education and the implementation strategies envisaged in the programme of 
action, the government formulated a comprehensive programme know as National 
Literacy Mission (NLM) of adult education. The NLH was launched by Rajiv Gandhi 
(at that time he was Prime Minister of India) in May 1983 to achieve the goal i.e.; 
imparting "Functional literacy" to 80 million illiterate persons in the 15-35 age -
group, 30 million by the 1990 and an additional 50 million by 1995. The mission was, 
thus, aimed at achieving 80% literacy in 1995 in comparison to 36.0% in 1981. The 
NLH aimed at involving youth and voluntary agencies in the programme. In 1990 
there were 3113 projects in operation in various states and union territories. Likewise 
presently there are 500 voluntary agencies working in the field. In addition to this 
Shramik Vidhyapuths and 16 state resource centers are fiinctioning in different states 
to cater to the worker's education and to improve technical resources support to the 
programme. In January 1991, the government constituted a statutory body called 
National Commission for Women (NCW). 
The Government of India has launched various programmes like the Sarva 
Shiksha Abhiyan (SSA), The National Programme for Education of Girls at an 
Elementary level 2003 (NPEGEL), The National Policy on Education (1986) which 
recognized the need to redress traditional gender imbalances in educational access and 
achievement. The National Scheme of Incentive to Girls for Secondary Education 
was launched in 2008 by the Government of India which provides incentive to the girl 
child who passes VIII Std examination and enrolls in a Secondary School. The 
National Policy for Empowerment of Women 2001 highlights the creation of a gender 
sensitive educational system. 
Women' education has assumed special significance in the context of India's 
planned development, as it is incorporated in every Five-year Plans as the major 
programme for the development of women. Universalization of elementary education, 
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enrolment and retention of girls in the schools, promotion of Balwadies and Creches, 
raising number of schools and colleges of arts, science, and professions for girls, 
polytechnics, girls hostels, multipurpose institutions and adult education programs are 
some of the steps being taken by both Central and State Governments in India to 
boost up women's education 
The Mahila Samakhya experience over the past twelve years offers a unique 
case of trying to explore and understand the issues of women's education and 
empowerment and the interlinkage thereof in different regional and rural contexts 
within India. It offers an example of the importance of empowerment of women as a 
critical precondition to facilitate greater inclusion of women and their daughters into 
education. Further, it provides an alternative paradigm to women's mobilisation and 
empowerment to the current and dominant focus on economic interventions as the 
principal strategy for women's empowerment. 
Mahila Samakhya started as a pilot project in 10 districts in the states of UP, 
Gujarat and Kamataka during 1988-89 and has grown into a programme of scale and 
is currently being implemented in 60 backward districts in the country covering over 
9000 villages in 10 states. It is estimated that over two lakh women are actively 
mobilised and organised by the programme with a much larger number being 
impacted indirectly. 
Education is important for all, but it is especially significant for women and 
the girl child. This is true not only because it is an entry point to other opportunities 
but also because the educational achievements of women can have far reaching 
impact on the family, the society and across generations. 
The present study has focused on the concepts of marriage, family planning, 
domestic violence and political participation of women in India. Its main objectives 
were to establish a relationship between education and empowerment of women in 
Indian context. This study sought to delineate the impact of education in furthering or 
declining the state of empowerment of women. 
Modern education has played a significant role in changing women's outlook. 
There is a remarkable change in the values which the women cherished under the 
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influence of traditions. The modern education has brought about a nev^qpncept of 
womanhood in India which is at odds with the traditional concept of woliEfe»l!ll;6dax^ 
the woman is not only the manager of house hold but she also actively participates in 
public life. Education removes the inequalities between the sexes. In changing 
societies like ours the education has especial significance in the changing notion of 
women in politics. Education is the means that enables the women to utilize their 
rights and get emancipation. 
The gender equality can be attained by virtue of empowerment. The 
constitution of India stands for equality between men and women and provides that 
there should be no discrimination on the ground of sexes. Nonetheless, the women lag 
behind men in various areas and the poverty among women is on the rise. Their status 
is that of subordination in almost every sphere of life. The efforts of the government 
are focused on economic development more and less in the field of social 
empowerment. 
Ever since the dawn of independence in 1947 the equality between men and 
women with their liberation from traditional constraints has been the part and parcel 
of Indian policy towards women. Education leads to equalization of the status 
between individuals and help intellectual, social and emotional development of 
human being. 
Marriage and remarriage rates among women have also changed with the 
arrival of education among them meaning thereby that the college educated women in 
comparison with the women with fewer years of education marry latter, have fewer 
children and are less likely to view marriage as "financial security" and are happier in 
their married life and with their family life and are least likely to divorce. 
Female education has also great impact on marriage age of females and is 
responsible for the delay in their marriage. Among the urban middle and upper classes 
there is a strong pressure to educate girls so that they can find a better employed 
bridegroom. Even the top sections in rural areas, which were averse to educate their 
girls are now sending them to schools and colleges because they now comprehend 
that they will find it difficult to get a suitable match for their girls in case they are not 
educated. 
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Education and fertility are closely related with each other. Female education 
has played a significant role in the decline of fertility in India. The National Sample 
Survey has indicated that where the education level is higher the fertility is lower. 
The National Family Health Survey in India has indicated that the education of 
women can play a pivotal role in shaping their attitudes and behaviour. Educational 
attainments have shown a substantial association with important variable 
considerations including age at marriage, fertility, the use of and demand for family 
planning, number of children desired, antenatal care, delivery in a health facility, 
vaccination and multi-nutritional status of children, use of oral dehydration solution 
and infant and child mortality. Education among married women has also led to the 
weakening of son preference. 
Female education makes women aware that there is a noticiceable difference 
in the reproductive and child health seeking behaviour of educated women than 
illiterate women. The educated women stand empowered mainly in decision making, 
autonomy and control over house hold resources. They have knowledge and 
awareness of the modern world and their inter-spousal communication has greatly 
improved. 
Education among women is responsible for later age of marriage and smaller 
family size and because of the education they take decisions to control their fertility. 
It is by virtue of education that the educated women have the knowledge about 
contraception which gives them the choice to have desired number of children. The 
infant mortality is lesser among the children of educated women and their children are 
healthier and get better education. 
This study also depicts the impact of education on domestic violence. With the 
increase of the level of education there is a decrease in the incidence of domestic 
violence. Because of education there is greater awareness among both women and 
men about family planning, marriage, domestic violence, political participation etc. 
There is close and positive relationship between political participation of 
women and education. Education enables women to assert their rights and get 
emancipation and helps them to think and take decisions at their ovm. 
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In the last few decades the social, economic and cultural life of women has 
greatly improved with the rise of women's educational standard both in rural and 
urban areas. Education has given rise to an interest among women to participate in 
political, social, cultural and other activities. Education of women is the powerful 
instrument to free them from the yoke of slavery, oppression and ameliorate their 
social and economic condition in the male dominated society. 
Only through education we can prepare a woman with ability and potential to 
meet society's challenges, effect positive change and make them become thoughtful 
ethical leaders. Ensuring access to education is a precondition for full realization of 
the right to education. Without proper access to education it is not possible to 
guarantee the right to education. 
Parents are not generally opposed to female education but they are reluctant to 
pay for it. When there is an economic constraint in the family, the girl child is first in 
the family to be taken out of school. Boys are usually retained as they are looked upon 
as a sort of investment for the future. Therefore, the state intervention in the form of 
free textbooks, uniforms, food, etc can be an important factor in the initial enrolment 
of the girl child in school. 
From the above discussions we arrive at the conclusion that the true and real 
empowerment of the women is possible by education. Only the educated women are 
empowered in true sense. The empowerment of women is not possible without 
educating them. The education is, therefore, the remedy of all problems that come to 
surround them in their lives and a powerful means of their all roimd development. 
SUGGESTIONS 
Educational planners in India have tried a wide range of strategies to bridge 
the gap between men and women. Education is a milestone for women empowerment 
because it enables them to respond to opportunities, to challenge their traditional roles 
and to change their lives. Educating women is a high return investment in socio-
economic development of the nation. There are some useful suggestions for 
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empowerment of Indian women which can be brought about through education. 
Present study offers the following suggestions: 
1. Elimination of illiteracy, universalisation of elementary education and 
minimization of the drop out rate. 
2. Improving women's and girls' health by ensuring them access to adequate 
maternal health care, family plaiming and nutrition and reducing maternal 
mortality and increasing the life expectancy. 
3. Acquiring knowledge and skills for social, cultural and political advancement 
and inculcating positive and egalitarian attitudes for women. 
4. Promoting qualified women to positions of power at every level within 
political, legislative and judicial bodies with the goal of achieving parity with 
men. 
5. Securing women's right to vote, stand for election and hold public or political 
office. 
6. Greater female inheritance rights may improve female education through a 
substitution of dowry payments in the marriage market. 
7. The parents of children belonging to poor, underprivileged families must be 
specially educated with proper social formula to help them to understand the 
significance of educating the girl child as foundation for empowerment. 
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